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Abstract. The amalgamation of cluster varieties introduced by Fock and Goncharov in [17]
plays a relevant role both in mathematical and physical problems. In particular, amalgamation
in the totally non-negative part of positroid varieties is explicitly described as gluing of several
copies of small positive Grassmannians, GrTP(1,3) and GrTP(2,3), has important topological
implications [46] and naturally appears in the computation of amplitude scatterings in N = 4
SYM theory [7, 8]. Lam [38] has proposed to represent amalgamation in positroid varieties
by equivalence classes of relations on bipartite graphs and to identify total non-negativity via
appropriate edge signatures. In this paper we provide a complete and explicit characterization
of such signatures in the setting of the planar bicolored trivalent directed perfect (PBTDP)
networks in the disk introduced in [45] to parametrize positroid cells STNNM .
More precisely, to any given PBTDP graph G, we associate a geometric signature satisfying
both the full rank condition and the total non–negativity property on the full positroid cell. Such
signature is uniquely identified by geometric indices (local winding and intersection number)
ruled by the orientation O and gauge ray direction l on G (Definition 3.1). We then show that
all geometric signatures on G are equivalent up to a simple gauge transformation. In Theorem
7.10, we prove the completeness of geometric signatures in the following optimal setting: given G
representing STNNM and such that each edge belongs to at least one directed path from boundary
to boundary, then a system of relations on G has full rank and its image is totally non–negative
for any choice of positive weights if only if its signature is geometric, and, in such case, the image
is STNNM . Finally, we provide a combinatorial representation of geometric signatures for reduced
graphs, by showing that the master signature constructed in [3] on the Le–graph is geometric.
We also provide an explicit representation of the solution to the system of geometric relations
on the network (N ,O, l) of graph G and positive weights. At this aim, we assign canonical basis
vectors in Rn at the boundary sinks and define the vectors components at the edge e as (finite
or infinite) summations over the directed paths from e to the given boundary sink (Definition
3.3) Such edge vectors have the following properties:
1) They solve the geometric system of relations (Theorem 3.10) on (N ,O, l);
2) Their components are rational in the weights with subtraction–free denominators, and have
explicit expressions in terms of the conservative and edge flows of [54] (Theorem 3.12). At the
boundary sources they coincide with the entries of the boundary measurement matrix defined
in [45]. If N is acyclically orientable, all components are subtraction–free rational expressions
in the weights with respect to a convenient basis. Null edge vectors may occur on reducible
networks not acyclically orientable;
3) We provide explicit formulas both for the transformation rules of the edge vectors with
respect to the orientation and the several gauges of the given network, and for their transforma-
tions due to moves and reductions of networks. Finally we express both the many gauge freedoms
and the changes of orientation as equivalence transformations of the geometric signature.
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1. Introduction
Totally non–negative Grassmannians GrTNN(k,n) historically first appeared as a special case
of the generalization to reductive Lie groups by Lusztig [40, 41] of the classical notion of total
positivity [23, 24, 50, 32]. As for classical total positivity, GrTNN(k,n) naturally arise in relevant
problems in different areas of mathematics and physics. The combinatorial objects introduced by
Postnikov [45], see also [48], to characterize GrTNN(k,n) have been linked to the theory of cluster
algebras of Fomin-Zelevinsky [20, 21] in [51, 44]. The topological characterization of GrTNN(k,n)
is provided in [22] (see also [47, 49]).
In particular the planar bicolored (plabic) graphs introduced in [45] have appeared in many
contexts, such as the topological classification of real forms for isolated singularities of plane
curves [19], they are on–shell diagrams (twistor diagrams) in scattering amplitudes in N = 4
supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory [7, 8, 9] and have a statistical mechanical interpretation as
dimer models in the disk [37]. Totally non-negative Grassmannians naturally appear in many
other areas, including the theory of Josephson junctions [12], statistical mechanical models such
as the asymmetric exclusion process [14] and in the theory of integrable systems. In particular,
plabic graphs have been used in KP integrable hierarchy both to describe the asymptotic behavior
and the tropical limit of KP-II real regular multi–line soliton solutions (see [13, 34, 35] and
references therein) and in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] to parametrize such soliton solutions as limits of real
finite–gap KP–II solutions via real regular divisors on M–curves in agreement with [16, 36].
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The motivation to the present research comes from problems of mathematical and theoretical
physics where total positivity is connected to some measurable outcome at the boundary of the
graph due to real local interactions occurring at its vertices. In the mathematical language, this
issue may be described in terms of the amalgamation of cluster varieties originally introduced by
Fock and Goncharov in [17], which has relevant applications in cluster algebras and relativistic
quantum field theory [7, 8, 31, 43]. In particular, if the projected graphs represent positroid
cells, amalgamation of adjacent boundary vertices preserves the total non–negativity property
and plays a relevant role also in real algebraic geometric problems such as polyhedral subdivisions
[46]. In connection to relevant open problems in theoretical physics, Lam [38] has proposed to use
spaces of relations on planar bipartite graphs to represent amalgamation in totally non–negative
Grassmannians and to characterize their maximal rank and total non-negativity properties in
terms of admissible edge signatures on the final planar graph.
In this paper we provide an explicit solution to the problem posed by Lam in the form of
necessary and sufficient geometric conditions on trivalent plabic graphs so that the amalgama-
tion of several copies of little positive Grassmannians GrTP(1,3) and GrTP(2,3) preserves total
non–negativity and produces the expected positroid cell STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n). We explicitly char-
acterize such admissible edge signatures by defining convenient geometric indices on each planar
bicolored directed trivalent perfect (PBDTP) graph in the disk; such geometric signatures are
parametrized by the perfect orientations of the graph and the gauge ray directions.
The geometric relations form a complete set with respect to total non–negativity if the PBDTP
graph G represents an irreducible positroid cell STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n) and each edge belongs to at
least one directed path from boundary to boundary. Indeed, we show that on any such graph
there exists a unique geometric signature up to gauge equivalence, since changes of orientation
and of gauge ray direction are interpreted as gauge equivalence transformations at the vertices.
Then, in Theorem 7.10 we prove that a system of relations on such graph has full rank and its
image is totally non–negative for any choice of positive edge weights if and only if its signature
is equivalent to the geometric one with respect to the same gauge transformation at the vertices.
Moreover, in such case, the image of the boundary measurement map coincides with STNNM . If the
above condition on the graph is not satisfied by some edge, there is extra gauge freedom and the
statement has to be modified. Finally, we provide a combinatorial representation of geometric
signatures on Le–graphs using Le–diagrams. Such signature was originally constructed in [3] and
we call it the master signature.
In our construction, we also provide an explicit characterization of the edge vectors solving
such systems of relations at the internal edges using Talaska-type formulas [54]. We use n–row
vectors and perfectly oriented trivalent plabic networks because this representation is suitable
for the mathematical formulation of several problems connected to total non–negativity [1, 3, 4,
5, 7, 8, 13, 34, 35]. We remark that the formulation of the same problem in terms of k–column
vectors is straightforward and amounts to exchange relations at white and black vertices. The
transformation of the trivalent plabic graph into an equivalent bipartite one using Postnikov
moves avoids the use of orientation at the price of increasing the valency of the internal vertices.
We remark that valency greater than three may lead to the introduction of extra parameters in
applications [1, 3].
On a given PBDTP network N representing a point in STNNM , the j–th edge vector component
on e is defined as a summation over all directed paths from e to the boundary sink bj . The
absolute value of the contribution of one such path is the product of the edge weights counted with
their multiplicities, whereas its sign depends on the sum of two indices: the generalized winding
index of the path with respect to a chosen gauge direction l, and the number of intersections of the
path with the gauge rays starting at the boundary sources. Such intersection index generalizes
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the notion of boundary sources passed by a directed path from boundary to boundary to the
case in which the initial vertex of e is internal to the graph. We remark that the idea of fixing a
ray direction to measure locally the winding first appears in [26].
For any given choice of positive edge weights on the chosen oriented graph with fixed gauge ray
direction, we show that the system of edge vectors solves a full rank system of relations and that
the solution of such system at the boundary sources provides the boundary measurement matrix
associated to such network by Postnikov [45]. The vector components at internal edges are
rational in the weights with subtraction–free denominators and are explicitly computed using
conservative and edge flows, thus extending the results in [54] to the interior of the graph.
Moreover, if the graph is reduced in Postnikov sense, the vector components at all internal
edges are subtraction–free rational expressions in the weights with respect to a convenient basis
of vectors which depends on the orientation of the graph, therefore they satisfy the stronger
condition settled for the boundary measurement map in [45]. On the contrary, null edge vectors
may appear in reducible networks even if there exist paths from the given edge to the boundary
sinks. In such case, we conjecture that it is possible to obtain non–zero edge vectors using the
extra gauge freedom of weights on reducible networks. Finally we explicitly characterize how edge
vectors change with respect to changes of orientation, of gauge ray direction and with respect to
Postnikov moves and reductions.
In [6] an alternative construction of vector–relation configurations has been proposed on undi-
rected reduced bipartite graphs representing positroid varieties in Gr(k,n) with the purpose of
connecting the pentagram map [52] and q–nets [10, 15]. In their case a variant of Kasteleyn
theorem [53] is used and the resulting system of k–vectors at white vertices and non-trivial linear
relations at black vertices is shown to be full–rank and unique up to gauge transformations, and
with dense image in the corresponding complex positroid variety. From what we write above it is
natural to expect a relation between the two constructions in the common case where the plabic
graph is both trivalent, reduced and bipartite. First the exchange of the role between white
and black vertices in the two approaches is due to the passage from n–row vectors to k–column
vectors. For any given graph in this common setting, both their and our relations have dense
image in the same positroid variety S¯M ⊂ Gr(k,n). However, these images do not coincide on
the restriction to positive weights. Indeed, if one compares Example 5.6 and Figure 19 in [6]
with Example 7.2 and Figure 19 in the present paper, it is evident that their system of relations
produces points outside STNNM when restricted to real positive weights. In this respect, we expect
that the Le–diagram which rules the master signature on the Le–graph (which is both reduced,
trivalent and bipartite) governs the total non–negativity property also in their setting. In any
case, due to the relevance of bipartite graphs for applications, a more serious study of the relation
between the two constructions is necessary.
In [4, 5] we apply the present construction to detect the position of real regular divisors
associated to multi–line real regular KP–II solitons on the ovals of rational degenerations of non–
singular M–curves dual to plabic graphs. In that case it is useful an alternative representation of
the linear relations in the form of vertex signatures since the position of the divisor depends on
the latter.
We are convinced that our construction will turn out useful also for other applications con-
nected to totally non–negative Grassmannians. In [25] it is proven that the boundary measure-
ment map possesses a natural Poisson-Lie structure, compatible with the natural cluster algebra
structure on such Grassmannians. An interesting open question is how to use such Poisson–Lie
structure in association with our geometric approach. Our construction of edge vectors may
be pursued also on non planar graphs in the disk and we expect that Talaska formula [54] may
again be used. In such case it is necessary to modify the present construction using the procedure
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established in [27] to extend the boundary measurement map to planar networks in the annulus.
We plan to pursue such detailed construction in a different paper with the aim of generalizing
the construction of KP-II divisors for other classes of soliton solutions and compare it with the
so–called top-down approach for non-planar diagrams from gluing legs which plays a relevant role
in the computation of scattering amplitudes of field theoretical models [7, 8, 11]. An extension
of the present construction to planar graphs in geometries different from the disk would open
also the possibility of investigating the generalization of geometric relations in the framework of
discrete integrable systems in cluster varieties [30, 17], dimer models [33] and possible relations
to the Deodhar decomposition of the Grassmannian [42, 55], which has already proven relevant
for KP soliton theory [34].
Main results and plan of the paper. In Section 2 we recall some useful properties of totally
non–negative Grassmannians GrTNN(k,n) and set up the class of networks N used throughout
the paper. In the following STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n) is a positroid cell of dimension ∣D∣, and G
is a planar bicolored directed trivalent perfect (PBDTP) graph in the disk representing STNNM
(Definition 2.3). In our setting boundary vertices are all univalent, internal sources or sinks are
not allowed, internal vertices may be either bivalent or trivalent and G may be either reducible
or irreducible in Postnikov sense [45]. G has g + 1 faces where g = ∣D∣ if the graph is reduced,
otherwise g > ∣D∣.
Then, we fix an orientation O on G and assign positive weights to the edges so that the
resulting oriented network (N ,O) represents a point [A] ∈ STNNM . On N we also fix a reference
direction l (gauge ray direction, see Definition 3.1) to measure the winding and count the number
of boundary sources encountered along a walk starting at an internal edge and reaching the
boundary of the disk.
In Section 3, for any given edge e in (N ,O, l), we consider all directed walks from e to the
boundary and to each such walk we assign three numbers: weight, winding and number of
intersections with gauge rays starting at boundary sources. Then the j–th component of the
edge vector Ee is formally defined as the (finite or infinite) sum of such signed contributions over
all directed walks from e to the boundary vertex bj . By definition, edge vectors satisfy linear
relations at vertices and this system has full rank on (N ,O, l) (Theorem 3.10).
Therefore the formal sums may be substituted by rational expressions in the edge weights
and, adapting remarkable results in [45, 54] to our setting, in Theorem 3.12 we prove that the
edge vectors components are rational expressions with subtraction–free denominators and may
be explicitly computed in terms of the conservative and of the edge flows defined in Section 3.1.
We also provide explicit formulas for the dependence of the edge vectors on the orientation
and the weight, vertex and ray direction gauge freedoms of planar networks (Sections 4.1, 4.2
and 4.3). The technical lemmas concerning transformation rules of edge vectors with respect
to changes of orientation are proven in Appendix A. Finally we explain the dependence of edge
vectors on Postnikov’s moves and reductions (Section 5).
In Theorem 6.1 we prove that if G possesses an acyclic orientation, then the components of
the edge vectors are subtraction–free rational in the edge weights with respect to the canonical
basis. This property holds for any choice of gauge ray direction and of vertex gauge. Changes of
orientation act on the components just as a multiplicative factor if we express the vectors with
respect to the new basis (Corollary 6.3). Therefore zero edge vectors are forbidden in such case.
On the contrary, if G is reducible and does not possess an acyclic orientation, null edge vectors
may appear in the solution to the linear system even if there do exist paths starting at the given
edge and reaching the boundary (see Example 3.14). In this case the boundary measurement
map is surjective, but not injective, since there is an extra freedom in the assignment of the edge
weights, which we call the unreduced graph gauge freedom (Remark 4.9). We conjecture that,
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using such extra gauge freedom, it is possible to choose weights on reducible graphs so that all
edge vectors are not null provided that for each edge there exists a directed path to the boundary
containing it (Conjecture 6.5).
In Section 7 we restrict ourselves to PBDTP graphs G representing irreducible positroid cellsSTNNM and such that for each edge there exists a directed path from boundary to boundary
containing it, and in Theorem 7.1 we restate the linear relations in the form proposed by Lam
in [38] to represent the amalgamation in totally non–negative Grassmannians. We introduce the
notion of equivalence of edge signatures (Definition 7.3) and prove that all geometric changes of
the graph - orientation, vertex gauge freedom and ray direction - are equivalence transformations
of edge signatures (Lemma 7.7). Therefore on any given G there is a unique geometric signature
up to gauge equivalence (Corollary 7.8). Finally, we prove the completeness of our geometric
conditions in Theorem 7.10: a signature on G as above and representing STNNM induces a system of
relations which has full rank and total non–negativity property for any choice of positive weights
if and only if the signature is geometric; moreover in such case the image is STNNM .
In [3] we have constructed an explicit edge signature for the canonically acyclically oriented
Le–graphs by counting the empty boxes in the columns of the Le–diagram. We call such signature
the master signature because it is of geometric type [3] and has a purely combinatorial nature.
The completeness of geometric signatures and the explicit relations between signatures on move–
equivalent graphs implies that a master signature may be constructed on any other reduced
graphs move–equivalent to the Le–graph. Finally we introduce the alternative set of geometric
signatures at the internal vertices which are used in [4] to characterize the position of real and
regular KP–II divisors on rational degenerations of M–curves via a discrete closed form on the
faces.
2. PBDTP networks in totally non–negative Grassmannians
In this Section we recall some basic definitions on totally non–negative Grassmannians and
define the class of graphs G representing a given positroid cell which we use throughout the text.
We use the following notations throughout the paper:
(1) k and n are positive integers such that k < n;
(2) For s ∈ N [s] = {1,2, . . . , s}; if s, j ∈ N, s < j, then [s, j] = {s, s + 1, s + 2, . . . , j − 1, j};
Definition 2.1. Totally non-negative Grassmannian [45]. Let MatTNNk,n denote the set of
real k × n matrices of maximal rank k with non–negative maximal minors ∆I(A). Let GL+k
be the group of k × k matrices with positive determinants. We define a totally non-negative
Grassmannian as
GrTNN(k,n) = GL+k/MatTNNk,n .
In the theory of totally non-negative Grassmannians an important role is played by the
positroid stratification. Each cell in this stratification is defined as the intersection of a Gelfand-
Serganova stratum [29, 28] with the totally non-negative part of the Grassmannian. More pre-
cisely:
Definition 2.2. Positroid stratification [45]. Let M be a matroid i.e. a collection of k-
element ordered subsets I in [n], satisfying the exchange axiom (see, for example [29, 28]). Then
the positroid cell STNNM is defined asSTNNM = {[A] ∈ GrTNN(k,n) ∣ ∆I(A) > 0 if I ∈M and ∆I(A) = 0 if I /∈M}.
A positroid cell is irreducible if, for any j ∈ [n], there exist I, J ∈M such that j ∈ I (absence of
isolated boundary sinks) and j /∈ J (absence of isolated boundary sources).
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The combinatorial classification of all non-empty positroid cells and their rational parametriza-
tions were obtained in [45], [54]. In our construction we use the classification of positroid cells
via directed planar networks in the disk in [45]. More precisely, we consider the following class
of graphs G:
Definition 2.3. Planar bicolored directed trivalent perfect graphs in the disk (PBDTP
graphs). A graph G is called PBDTP if:
(1) G is planar, directed and lies inside a disk. Moreover G is connected in the sense it does
not possess components isolated from the boundary;
(2) It has finitely many vertices and edges;
(3) It has n boundary vertices on the boundary of the disk labeled b1,⋯, bn clockwise. Each
boundary vertex has degree 1. We call a boundary vertex bi a source (respectively sink) if
its edge is outgoing (respectively incoming);
(4) The remaining vertices are called internal and are located strictly inside the disk. They
are either bivalent or trivalent;
(5) G is a perfect graph, that is each internal vertex in G is incident to exactly one incoming
edge or to one outgoing edge;
(6) Each vertex is colored black or white. If a trivalent vertex has only one incoming edge, it
is colored white, otherwise, it is colored black. Bivalent vertices are assigned either white
or black color. Each internal face possesses trivalent vertices of both colors.
Moreover, to simplify the overall construction we further assume that the boundary vertices bj,
j ∈ [n] lie on a common interval in the boundary of the disk and that each boundary vertex bi is
joined by its edge to an internal bivalent white vertex which we denote Vi, i ∈ [n].
Remark 2.4. The assumption that the boundary vertices bj, j ∈ [n] lie on a common interval in
the boundary of the disk considerably simplifies the use of gauge ray directions to assign winding
numbers to walks starting at internal edges and to count the number of boundary source points
passed by such walks. Instead the requirement that each boundary vertex bi is joined by its edge
to an internal bivalent white vertex is completely unnecessary, but useful to simplify the proofs
of the main statements.
The assumption concerning the presence of trivalent vertices of both colors is always satisfied
for reduced graphs since they are move–equivalent to the Le–graph for which this property holds.
This condition is necessary in [4] for the existence of real and regular KP–II divisors.
In Figure 1 we present an example of a PBDTP graph satisfying Definition 2.3 and representing
a 10-dimensional positroid cell in GrTNN(4,9).
The class of perfect orientations of the PBDTP graph G are those which are compatible with
the coloring of the vertices. The graph is of type (k,n) if it has n boundary vertices and k
of them are boundary sources. Any choice of perfect orientation preserves the type of G. To
any perfect orientation O of G one assigns the base IO ⊂ [n] of the k-element source set for O.
Following [45] the matroid of G is the set of k-subsets IO for all perfect orientations:MG ∶= {IO ∣O is a perfect orientation of G}.
In [45] it is proven that MG is a totally non-negative matroid STNNMG ⊂ GrTNN(k,n). The following
statements are straightforward adaptations of more general statements of [45] to the case of
PBDTP graphs:
Theorem 2.5. A PBDTP graph G can be transformed into a PBDTP graph G′ via a finite
sequence of Postnikov moves and reductions if and only if MG =MG′.
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A graph G is reduced if there is no other graph in its move reduction equivalence class which
can be obtained from G applying a sequence of transformations containing at least one reduction.
Each positroid cell STNNM is represented by at least one reduced graph, the so called Le–graph,
associated to the Le–diagram representing STNNM and it is possible to assign weights to such
graphs in order to obtain a global parametrization of STNNM [45].
Proposition 2.6. [45] Each Le-graph is reduced and may be transformed into a reduced PBDTP
Le-graph. If G is a reduced PBDTP graph, then the dimension of STNNMG is equal to the number
of faces of G minus 1.
The PBDTP graph in Figure 1 is a PBDTP Le-graph.
Remark 2.7. Relations between vertices, edges, faces Let tW , tB, dW and dB respectively
be the number of trivalent white, trivalent black, bivalent white and bivalent black internal vertices
of G. Let nI be the number of internal edges (i.e. edges not connected to a boundary vertex) ofG. By Euler formula we have g = nI +n− (tW + tB +dW +dB). Moreover, the following identities
hold 3(tW + tB) + 2(dW + dB) = 2nI + n, 2tB + tW + dW + dB = nI + k. Therefore
(2.1) tW = g − k, tB = g − n + k, dW + dB = nI + 2n − 3g.
3. Systems of edge vectors on PBDTP networks
For any given [A] ∈ STNNMG , there exists N a network representing [A] with PBDTP graph G
for some choice of positive edge weights we [45].
In [45], for any given oriented planar network in the disk it is defined the formal boundary
measurement map
Mij ∶= ∑
P ∶ bi↦bj(−1)wind(P )w(P ),
where the sum is over all directed walks from the source bi to the sink bj , w(P ) is the product of
the edge weights of P and wind(P ) is its topological winding index. These formal power series
sum up to subtraction–free rational expressions in the weights [45] and explicit expressions in
function of flows and conservative flows in the network are obtained in [54]. Let I be the base
inducing the orientation of N used in the computation of the boundary measurement map. Then
the point Meas(N ) ∈ Gr(k,n) is represented by the boundary measurement matrix A such that:● The submatrix AI in the column set I is the identity matrix;● The remaining entries Arj = (−1)σ(ir,j)Mij , r ∈ [k], j ∈ I¯, where σ(ir, j) is the number of
elements of I strictly between ir and j.
In the following we extend this measurement to the edges of PBDTP networks in such a way that,
if er is the edge at the boundary source bir , then the vector Eer = A[r] −Eir , with Ej the j–th
vector of the canonical basis. At this aim we introduce the notion of gauge ray direction both
to measure the local winding between consecutive edges in the path and to count the number of
boundary sources passed by a path from an internal edge to a boundary sink vertex using the
number of its intersections with gauge rays starting at the boundary sources. In [26], a gauge ray
direction was introduced to compute the winding number of a path joining boundary vertices.
Here we use it also to generalize the notion of number of boundary source points crossed by a
path when the path starts at an internal edge e.
Definition 3.1. The gauge ray direction l. A gauge ray direction is an oriented direction l
with the following properties:
(1) The ray l starting at a boundary vertex points inside the disk;
(2) No internal edge is parallel to this direction;
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Figure 1. The rays starting at the boundary sources for a given orientation of the
network uniquely fix the edge vectors.
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Figure 2. If the ordered pair (ek, ek+1) is antiparallel at V , we slightly rotate the
two edge vectors at V to compute s(ek, ek+1). Using (3.2) and (3.3), we get a):
s(ek, ek+1) = 1 = wind(ek, ek+1); b): s(ek, ek+1) = −1 = wind(ek, ek+1); c): s(ek, ek+1) = 1,
wind(ek, ek+1) = 0; d): s(ek, ek+1) = −1, wind(ek, ek+1) = 0.
(3) All rays starting at boundary vertices do not contain internal vertices of the network.
We remark that the first property may always be satisfied since all boundary vertices lie at
a common straight interval in the boundary of N . We then define the local winding number
between a pair of consecutive edges ek, ek+1 as follows.
Definition 3.2. The local winding number at an ordered pair of oriented edges For a
generic ordered pair (ek, ek+1) of oriented edges, define
(3.1) s(ek, ek+1) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
+1 if the ordered pair is positively oriented
0 if ek and ek+1 are parallel−1 if the ordered pair is negatively oriented
In the non generic case of ordered antiparallel edges, we slightly rotate the pair (ek, ek+1) to(e′k, e′k+1) as in Figure 2 and define
(3.2) s(ek, ek+1) = lim
→0+ s(e′k, e′k+1).
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Figure 3. The local rule to compute the winding number.
Then the winding number of the ordered pair (ek, ek+1) with respect to the gauge ray direction l
is
(3.3) wind(ek, ek+1) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
+1 if s(ek, ek+1) = s(ek, l) = s(l, ek+1) = 1−1 if s(ek, ek+1) = s(ek, l) = s(l, ek+1) = −1
0 otherwise.
We illustrate the rule in Figure 3.
Let bir , r ∈ [k], bjl , l ∈ [n− k], respectively be the set of boundary sources and boundary sinks
associated to the given orientation. Then draw the rays lir , r ∈ [k], starting at bir associated
with the pivot columns of the given orientation. In Figure 1 we show an example.
Let us now consider a directed path P = {e = e1, e2,⋯, em} starting at a vertex V1 (either
a boundary source or internal vertex) and ending at a boundary sink bj , where e1 = (V1, V2),
e2 = (V2, V3), . . . , em = (Vm, bj). At each edge the orientation of the path coincides with the
orientation of this edge in the graph.
We assign three numbers to P:
(1) The weight w(P) is simply the product of the weights wl of all edges el in P, w(P) =∏ml=1wl. If we pass the same edge e of weight we r times, the weight is counted as wre ;
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(2) The generalized winding number wind(P) is the sum of the local winding numbers
at each ordered pair of its edges wind(P) = ∑m−1k=1 wind(ek, ek+1), with wind(ek, ek+1) as
in Definition 3.2;
(3) int(P) is the number of intersections between the path and the rays lir , r ∈ [k]:
int(P) = m∑
s=1 int(es), where int(es) is the number of intersections of gauge rays lir with es.
The generalized winding of the path P depends on the gauge ray direction l since it counts how
many times the tangent vector to the path is parallel and has the same orientation as l; also the
number of intersections int(P) depends on l.
Definition 3.3. The edge vector Ee. For any edge e, let us consider all possible directed pathsP ∶ e → bj, in (N ,O, l) such that the first edge is e and the end point is the boundary vertex bj,
j ∈ [n]. Then the j-th component of Ee is defined as:
(3.4) (Ee)j = ∑P ∶ e→bj(−1)wind(P)+int(P)w(P).
If there is no path from e to bj, the j–th component of Ee is assigned to be zero. By definition,
at the edge e at the boundary sink bj, the edge vector Ee is
(3.5) (Ee)k = (−1)int(e)w(e)δjk.
In particular, for any e, all components of Ee corresponding to the boundary sources in the
given orientation are equal to zero. If e is an edge belonging to the connected component of
an isolated boundary sink bj , then Ee is proportional to the j–th vector of the canonical basis,
whereas Ee is the null vector if e is an edge belonging to the connected component of an isolated
boundary source.
If the number of paths starting at e and ending at bj is finite for a given edge e and destination
bj , the component (Ee)j in (3.4) is a polynomial in the edge weights.
If the number of paths starting at e and ending at bj is infinite and the weights are sufficiently
small, it is easy to check that the right hand side in (3.4) converges. In Section 3.3 we adapt
the summation procedures of [45] and [54] to prove that the edge vector components are rational
expressions with subtraction-free denominators and provide explicit expressions in Theorem 3.12.
3.1. Edge–loop erased walks, conservative and edge flows. Our next aim is to study the
structure of the expressions representing the components of the edge vectors.
First, following [18, 39], we adapt the notion of loop-erased walk to our situation, since our
walks start at an edge, not at a vertex.
Definition 3.4. Edge loop-erased walks. Let P be a walk (directed path) given by
Ve
e→ V1 e1→ V2 → . . .→ bj ,
where Ve is the initial vertex of the edge e. The edge loop-erased part of P, denoted LE(P), is
defined recursively as follows. If P does not pass any edge twice (i.e. all edges ei are distinct),
then LE(P) = P. Otherwise, set LE(P) = LE(P0), where P0 is obtained from P removing the
first edge loop it makes; more precisely, given all pairs l, s with s > l and el = es, one chooses the
one with the smallest value of l and s and removes the cycle
Vl
el→ Vl+1 el+1→ Vl+2 → . . . es−1→ Vs,
from P.
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Figure 4. The graph of Remark 3.5.
Remark 3.5. An edge loop-erased walk can pass twice through the first vertex Ve, but it cannot
pass twice any other vertex due to trivalency. For example, the directed path 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,12
at Figure 4 is edge loop-erased but it passes twice through the starting vertex V1. In general,
the edge loop-erased walk does not coincide with the loop-erased walk defined in [18, 39]. For
instance, the directed path 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,4,11 has edge loop-erased walk 1,2,3,4,11 and the
loop-erased walk 7,8,9,4,11.
The two definitions coincide if e starts at a boundary source.
In our text we never use loop-erased walks in the sense of [18] and we use the notation LE(P)
in the sense of Definition 3.4.
With this procedure, to each path starting at e and ending at bj we associate a unique edge
loop-erased walk LE(P), where the latter path is either acyclic or possesses one simple cycle
passing through the initial vertex. Then we formally reshuffle the summation over infinitely many
paths starting at e and ending at bj to a summation over a finite number of equivalent classes[LE(Ps)], each one consisting of all paths sharing the same edge loop-erased walk, LE(Ps),
s = 1, . . . , S. Let us remark that int(P) − int(LE(Ps)) = 0 (mod 2) for any P ∈ [LE(Ps)], and,
moreover, wind(P) − wind(LE(Ps)) has the same parity as the number of simple cycles of P
minus the number of simple cycles of LE(Ps). With this in mind, we rexpress (3.4) as follows
(3.6) (Ee)j = S∑
s=1(−1)wind(LE(Ps))+int(LE(Ps))
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∑P ∶e→bjP∈[LE(Ps)]
(−1)wind(P)−wind(LE(Ps))w(P)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
We remark that the winding number along each simple closed loop introduces a − sign in
agreement with [45]. Therefore the summation over paths may be interpreted as a discretization
of path integration in some spinor theory. In typical spinor theories the change of phase during
the rotation of the spinor corresponds to standard measure on the group U(1) and requires
the use of complex numbers. The introduction of the gauge direction forces the use of δ–type
measures instead of the standard measure on U(1), and it permits to work with real numbers
only.
Next we adapt the definitions of flows and conservative flows in [54] to our case.
Definition 3.6. Conservative flow [54]. A collection C of distinct edges in a PBDTP graphG is called a conservative flow if
(1) For each interior vertex Vd in G the number of edges of C that arrive at Vd is equal to
the number of edges of C that leave from Vd;
(2) C does not contain edges incident to the boundary.
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We denote the set of all conservative flows C in G by C(G). In particular, C(G) contains the
trivial flow with no edges to which we assign weight 1.
Definition 3.7. Edge flow at e. A collection Fe of distinct edges in a PBDTP graph G is
called edge flow starting at the edge e = e1 = (V1, V2) if
(1) e ∈ Fe;
(2) For each interior vertex Vd ≠ V1 in G the number of edges of Fe that arrive at Vd is equal
to the number of edges of Fe that leave from Vd;
(3) At V1 the number of edges of Fe that arrive at V1 is equal to the number of edges of Fe
that leave from V1 minus 1.
We denote the set of all edge flows F starting at an edge e and ending at a boundary sink bj inG by Fe,bj(G).
The conservative flows are collections of non-intersecting simple loops in the directed graphG. We assign no winding numbers to conservative flows, exactly as in [54]. Due to the fact
that the number of intersection of gauge rays with each connected component of a conservative
flow is even, the assignment of intersection numbers to conservative flows is irrelevant.
In our setting an edge flow Fe,bj in Fe,bj(G) is either an edge loop-erased walk Pe,bj starting
at the edge e and ending at the boundary sink bj or the union of Pe,bj with a conservative flow
with no common edges with Pe,bj . In particular, our definition of edge flow coincides with the
definition of flow in [54] if e starts at a boundary source except for the winding and intersection
numbers.
Definition 3.8. (1) We assign one number to each C ∈ C(G): the weight w(C) is the
product of the weights of all edges in C.
(2) Let Fe,bj ∈ Fe,bj(G) be the union of the edge loop-erased walk Pe,bj with a conservative
flow with no common edges with Pe,bj (this conservative flow may be the trivial one). We
assign three numbers to Fe,bj :
(a) The weight w(Fe) is the product of the weights of all edges in Fe.
(b) The winding number wind(Fe,bj):
(3.7) wind(Fe,bj) = wind(Pe,bj);
(c) The intersection number int(Fe,bj):
(3.8) int(Fe,bj) = int(Pe,bj).
3.2. The linear system on (N ,O, l). The edge vectors satisfy linear relations at the vertices
of N . In Theorem 3.10 we prove that this set of linear relations provides a unique system of edge
vectors on (N ,O, l) for any chosen set of independent vectors at the boundary sinks. Therefore
the components of the edge vectors in Definition 3.3 have a unique rational representation. In
the next Section, we provide their explicit representation in Theorem 3.12.
Lemma 3.9. The edge vectors Ee on (N ,O, l) satisfy the following linear equation at each
vertex:
(1) At each bivalent vertex with incoming edge e and outgoing edge f :
(3.9) Ee = (−1)int(e)+wind(e,f)weEf ;
(2) At each trivalent black vertex with incoming edges e2, e3 and outgoing edge e1 we have
two relations:
(3.10) E2 = (−1)int(e2)+wind(e2,e1) w2E1, E3 = (−1)int(e3)+wind(e3,e1) w3E1;
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Figure 5. The linear system at black and white vertices.
(3) At each trivalent white vertex with incoming edge e3 and outgoing edges e1, e2:
(3.11) E3 = (−1)int(e3)+wind(e3,e1) w3E1 + (−1)int(e3)+wind(e3,e2) w3E2,
where Ek denotes the vector associated to the edge ek.
This statement follows directly from the definition of edge vector components as summations
over all paths starting from this edge.
In Figure 5 we illustrate these relations at trivalent vertices assuming that the incoming edges
do not intersect the gauge boundary rays. For instance, if l belongs to the sector S1, at the white
vertex E3 = w3(E2 −E1), where Ej denotes the vector associated to the edge ej , j ∈ [3], whereas
at the black vertex E3 = w3E1 and E2 = −w2E1.
Next we show that, for any given boundary condition at the boundary sink vertices, the linear
system in Lemma 3.9 defined by equations (3.10), (3.11) and (3.9) at the internal vertices of(N ,O, l) possesses a unique solution.
Theorem 3.10. Uniqueness of the system of edge vectors on (N ,O, l). Let (N ,O, l) be
a given PBDTP network with orientation O and gauge ray direction l.
Then for any set F1, . . . , Fn−k of linearly independent vectors assigned to the boundary sinks bj,
the linear system of equations (3.9)–(3.11) at all the internal vertices of (N ,O, l) is consistent
and provides a unique system of edge vectors on (N ,O, l).
Moreover, if we properly order variables and equations, the determinant of the matrix M for
this linear system is the sum of the weights of all conservative flows in (N ,O):
(3.12) detM = ∑
C∈C(G)w(C).
Proof. Let g + 1 be the number of faces of N and let tW , tB, dW and dB respectively be the
number of trivalent white, of trivalent black, of bivalent white, and of bivalent black internal
vertices of N as in (2.1), where nI is the number of internal edges (i.e. edges not connected to
a boundary vertex) of N . The total number of equations is nL = 2tB + tW + dW + dB = nI + k
whereas the total number of variables is equal to the total number of edges nI + n. Therefore
the number of free boundary conditions is n − k and equals the number of boundary sinks. By
definition, at the edge e at a boundary sink bj , the edge vector is Ee = (−1)int(e)weFj .
Let us consider the inhomogeneous linear system obtained from equations (3.9)–(3.11) in the
nL unknowns given by the edge vectors not ending at the boundary sinks. Let us denote M the
nL × nL representative matrix of such linear system in which we enumerate edges so that each
r-th row corresponds to the equation in (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) in which the edge er ending at
the given vertex is in the l.h.s.. Then M has unit diagonal by construction.
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If the orientation O is acyclic, then it is possible to enumerate the edges of N so that their
indices in the right hand sight of each equation are bigger than that of the index on the left hand
side. Therefore M is upper triangular with unit diagonal, detM = 1 and the system of linear
relations at the vertices has full rank.
Suppose now that the orientation is not acyclic. The standard formula expresses the determi-
nant of M as:
(3.13) detM = ∑
σ∈SnL sign(σ)
nL∏
i=1mi,σ(i),
where SnL is the permutation group and sign denotes the parity of the permutation σ.
Any permutation can be uniquely decomposed as the product of disjoint cycles:
σ = (i1, i2, . . . , iu1+1)(j1, j2, . . . , ju2+1) . . . (l1, l2, . . . , lus+1), and sign(σ) = (−1)u1+u2+...+us . On
the other side, for i ≠ j mi,j ≠ 0 if and only if the ending vertex of the egde i is the starting
vertex of the edge j. Therefore
nL∏
i=1mi,σ(i) ≠ 0 if and only if each cycle with uk > 0 in σ coincides
with a simple cycle in the graph, i.e. σ encodes a conservative flow in the network. Therefore
(3.13) can be equivalently expressed as:
(3.14) detM = ∑
C∈C(G) sign(σ(C))
nL∏
i=1mi,σ(i)
where σ(C) denotes the permutation corresponding to the conservative flow C = C1∪C2∪. . .∪Cs.
Therefore
sign(σ(C)) nL∏
i=1mi,σ(i) =
s∏
r=1 [(−1)ur
ur+1∏
t=1 (−1)1+wind(eit ,eit+1)+int(eit)wit] =
s∏
r=1w(Ci) = w(C),
since the total winding of each simple cycle is 1 (mod 2), the total intersection number for each
simple cycle is 0 (mod 2), and w(C) = w(C1)⋯w(Cs). 
Example 3.11. For the orientation and gauge ray direction as in Figure 1, the vectors Ee on
the Le–network coincide with those introduced in the direct algebraic construction in [3].
3.3. Explicit formula for the edge vector components. A deep result of [45], see also
[54], is that each infinite summation in the square bracket of (3.6) is a subtraction-free rational
expression when e is the edge at a boundary source. In this Section, adapting Theorem 3.2 in
[54] to our purposes, we show that the components of Ee defined in (3.4) are rational expressions
in the weights with subtraction-free denominator and we provide an explicit expression for them.
Such expressions provide also the explicit solution to the linear system satisfied by the edge
vectors if we assign the j–th vector of the canonical basis to the j–th boundary vertex, j ∈ [n].
We remark that, contrary to the case in which the initial edge starts at a boundary source, if e
is an internal edge, the j–th component of Ee may be null even if there exist paths starting at e
and ending at bj (see Section 6 and Figure 17).
Theorem 3.12. Rational representation for the components of vectors Ee Let (N ,O, l)
be a PBDTP network representing a point [A] ∈ STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n) with orientation O associ-
ated to the base I = {1 ≤ i1 < i2 < ⋯ < ik ≤ n} in the matroid M and gauge ray direction l. Let us
assign the j-th vectors of the canonical basis to the boundary sinks bj, j ∈ I¯. Let the edge e ∈ N
be such that there is a path starting at e and ending at the boundary sink bj. Then (Ee)j, the
j–th component of the edge vector at e defined in (3.6), is a rational expression in the weights
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on the network with subtraction-free denominator:
(3.15) (Ee)j =
∑
F ∈Fe,bj (G) ( − 1)wind(F )+int(F ) w(F )∑
C∈C(G) w(C) ,
where notations are as in Definitions 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the proof in [54] for the computation of the
Plu¨cker coordinates. If the graph is acyclic, (3.15) coincides with (3.4) because the denominator
is one and the edge flows Fe,bj are in one-to-one correspondence with directed paths connecting
e to bj . Otherwise, in view of (3.4), (3.15) can be written as:
(3.16) ∑P ∶e→bj ∑C∈C(G)(−1)wind(P)+int(P)w(P)w(C) = ∑F ∈Fe,bj (G) ( − 1)wind(F )+int(F ) w(F ),
where in the left-hand side the first sum is over all directed paths from e to bj . In the left-hand
side we have two types of terms (see also (3.6)):
(1) P is an edge loop-erased walk and C is a conservative flow with no common edges withP. By (3.7), the summation over this group coincides with the right-hand side of (3.16);
(2) P is not edge loop-erased or it is loop-erased, but has a common edge with C.
Following [54], we prove that the summation over the second group gives zero by introducing a
sign-reversing involution ϕ on the set of pairs (C,P ). We first assign two numbers to each pair(C,P ) as follows:
(1) Let P = (e1, . . . , em). If P is edge loop-erased, set s¯ = +∞; otherwise, let L1 = (el, el+1, . . . , es1)
be the first loop erased according to Definition 3.4 and set s¯ = s;
(2) If C does not intersect P , set t¯ = +∞. Otherwise, set t¯ the smallest t such that et ∈ P
and et ∈ C. Denote the component of C containing et¯ by L2 = (l1, . . . , lp) with l1 = et¯.
A pair (C,P ) belongs to the second group if and only if at least one of the numbers s¯, t¯ is
finite. Moreover, in this case, s¯ ≠ t¯ due to the perfect orientation of the network. We then define(C∗, P ∗) = ϕ(C,P ) as follows:
(1) If s¯ < t¯, then P completes its first cycle L1 before intersecting any cycle in C. In this case
L1∩C = ∅, and we remove L1 from P and add it to C. Then P ∗ = (e1, . . . , el−1, es, . . . , em)
and C∗ = C ∪L1;
(2) If t¯ < s¯, then P intersects L2 before completing its first cycle. Then we remove L2 from
C and add it to P : C∗ = C/L2, P ∗ = (e1, . . . , et¯−1, l1 = et¯, l2, . . . , lp, et¯+1, . . . , em).
From the construction of ϕ it follows immediately that (C∗, P ∗) belongs to the second group,
ϕ2 = id, and ϕ is sign-reversing since w(C∗)w(P ∗) = w(C)w(P ), wind(P ) + wind(P ∗) = 1 (
mod 2) and int(P ) + int(P ∗) = 0 (mod 2). 
Corollary 3.13. The connection between the edge vectors at the boundary sources
and Talaska formula for the boundary measurement matrix. Under the hypotheses of
Theorem 3.12, let e be the edge starting at the boundary source bir . Then the number wind(F )+
int(F ) has the same parity for all edge flows F from bir to bj and it is equal to the number Nrj
of boundary sources between ir and j in the orientation O,
(3.17) Nrj = #{is ∈ I , is ∈ ]min{ir, j},max{ir, j}[ } .
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Therefore, for such edges (3.15) simplifies to
(3.18) (Ee)j = ( − 1)Nrj ∑F ∈Fe,bj (G) w(F )∑C∈C(G) w(C) = Arj ,
where Arj is the the entry of the reduced row echelon matrix A with respect to the base I = {1 ≤
i1 < i2 < ⋯ < ik ≤ n}.
Proof. First of all, in this case, each edge flow F from ir to j is either an acyclic edge loop–erased
walk P or the union of P with a conservative flow C with no common edges with P. Therefore
to prove that the number wind(F ) + int(F ) has the same parity for all F is equivalent to prove
that wind(P)+ int(P) has the same parity for all edge loop–erased walks from bir to bj . Any two
such loop erased walks, P and P˜, share at least the initial and the final edges and there exists
s ∈ N and indices
1 ≤ l1 < r1 ≤ l2 < r2 ≤ l3 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < ls < rs ≤ f,
such thatP = (e, e1, e2, . . . , el1 , el1+1, . . . , er1−1, er1 , er1+1 . . . , els , els+1, . . . , ers−1, ers , . . . , ef),P˜ = (e, e1, . . . , el1 , e˜(1)1 , . . . , e˜(1)f1 , er1 , . . . , els , e˜(s)1 , . . . , e˜(s)fs , ers , . . . , ef).
Indeed, due to acyclicity of both P and P˜, if we add an edge ej,ir from bj to bir , we obtain a pair
of simple cycles with the same orientation. Moreover, for each simple closed path the winding is
equal to 1 modulo 2, therefore
wind(P ) = wind(P˜ ) = 1 −wind(f, ej,ir) −wind(ej,ir , e) (mod 2),
and, for any p ∈ [s],
rp−1∑
h=lp+1 int(eh) −
fp∑
h=1 int(e˜(p)h ) = 0 (mod 2),
we easily conclude that int(P) = int(P˜) (mod 2). Since the right hand side in (3.18) coincides,
up to the sign (−1)Nrj , with the formula in [54], the absolute value of the edge vector entry
satisfies ∣ (Ee)j ∣ = ∣Arj ∣.
To complete the proof we need to show that Nrj is the number of boundary sources in the
interval ]min{ir, j},max{ir, j}[. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ir < j. Since P
is acyclic, all pivot rays lil , il ∈ [ir − 1] ∪ [j, n] intersect P an even number of times, whereas all
pivot rays lil , il ∈ [ir + 1, j] intersect P an odd number of times, while lir intersects P either an
even or an odd number of times. In the first case the winding number of the path is even, while
in the second case it is odd (see Figure 7 [left]) and we get (3.17). 
Example 3.14. We illustrate both the Theorem and the Corollary on the example in Figure 6
[left]. The network represents the point [2p/(1 + p + q),1] ∈ GrTP(1,2): all weights are equal to
1 except for the two edges carrying the positive weights p and q. In the given orientation, the
networks possesses two conservative flows of weight p and q. Therefore ∑
C∈C(G) w(C) = 1 + p + q.
There are two possible loop erased edge walks starting at u, which coincide with the edge flows
from u, so that ∑
F ∈Fu,b1(G) (− 1)wind(F )+int(F ) w(F ) = q − p. Therefore on the edges u, v,w, using
(3.15) we get
Eu = Ev = −Ew = ( q − p
1 + p + q ,0) .
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Figure 6. The computation of edge vectors using Theorem 3.12 and Lemma 4.4. The
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Figure 7. We illustrate Proposition 4.1.
We remark that Eu = Ev = Ew = (0,0), when p = q, that is null edge vectors are possible even if
there exist paths starting at the edge and ending at some boundary sink. We shall return on the
problem of null edge vectors in Section 6. It is easy to check that all other edge vectors associated
to such network have non–zero first component for any choice of p, q > 0. In particular the edge
vector at the boundary source is equal to Eu2 = ( 1+2p1+p+q ,0), since there are two loop erased walks
starting from u2 and three edge flows so that ∑
F ∈Fu2,b1(G) (− 1)wind(F )+int(F ) w(F ) = 1(1+ p)+ p.
The edge vector Eup = ( p+2pq1+p+q ,0) since there are two loop erased walks and three edge flows starting
at up. Similarly Eu1 = (1,0) since there is only one loop erased walk and three edge flows from
u1. Finally the representative matrix associated to this system of vectors is A[1] = ( 1+2p1+p+q ,1).
4. Dependence of edge vectors on orientation and network gauge freedoms
In this section we discuss the dependence of edge vectors on the various gauge freedoms of the
network.
4.1. Dependence of edge vectors on gauge ray direction l. We now discuss the effect of
a change of direction in the gauge ray l on the vectors Ee. We show that the new vectors E
′
e
coincide with the old ones Ee us to a sign, and boundary measurement matrix is preserved.
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Proposition 4.1. The dependence of the system of vectors on the ray direction l Let(N ,O) be an oriented network and consider two gauge directions l and l′.
(1) For any boundary source edge eir the vector Eeir does not depend on the gauge direction l
and it coincides with the r-th row of the generalized RREF of [A], associated to the pivot
set I, minus the ir–th vector of the canonical basis, which we denote Eir ,
(4.1) Eeir = A[r] −Eir .
(2) For any other edge e we have
(4.2) E′e = (−1)int(Ve)+par(e)Ee,
where Ee and E
′
e respectively are the edge vectors for e for the gauge direction l and l
′,
par(e) is 1 if we pass the ray e during the rotation of the gauge ray direction from l
to l′ inside the disk, and 0 otherwise, whereas int(Ve) denotes the number of gauge ray
intersections with e which pass the initial vertex Ve of e when we rotate from l to l
′ inside
the disk.
Proof. Formula (4.1) follows from Corollary 3.13: indeed (3.17) implies that the components of
Eei¯ are invariant with respect to changes of the gauge direction. Finally, since there is no path
to the boundary source bi¯, the corresponding component of the edge vector is zero.
To prove the second statement, we show that, for a given initial edge e, the sign contribution
of each edge loop–erased walk starting at e is either the same before and after the gauge ray
rotation or changes in the same way for every walk independently of the destination bj .
Indeed let us consider a monotone continuous change of the gauge direction from initial l(0)
to final l(1). For any given edge loop–erased walk P, for every t ∈ (0,1) such that l(t) forms
a zero angle with an edge of P distinct from the initial one, the parity of the winding number
remains unchanged. It changes 1 (mod 2) only if l(t) forms zero angle with the initial edge e ofP: in such case we settle par(e) = 1. We remark that l(t) can never form a zero angle with the
edge at the boundary sink in P.
Similarly, if one of the gauge lines passes through a vertex in P distinct from the initial vertex,
then the parity of the intersection number of P remains unchanged. It changes 1 (mod 2) only
if one of the gauge rays passes through the initial vertex of P (again it can never pass through
the final vertex).
Since the first edge e and its initial vertex are common to all paths starting at e, all components
of the vector Ee either remain invariant, or are simultaneously multiplied by −1. 
Example 4.2. We illustrate Proposition 4.1 in Figure 7. In the rotation from l to l′ inside the
disk, the gauge ray starting at b2 passes the vertices V1 and V2 and the direction e3. Therefore
E′ei = −Eei, for i = 2,4,5, whereas E′ei = Eei for all other edges.
4.2. Dependence of edge vectors on orientation of the graph. We now explain how the
system of vectors changes when we change the orientation of the graph. Following [45], a change
of orientation can be represented as a finite composition of elementary changes of orientation,
each one consisting in a change of orientation either along a simple cycle Q0 or along a non-self-
intersecting oriented path P from a boundary source i0 to a boundary sink j0. Here we use the
standard rule that we do not change the edge weight if the edge does not change orientation,
otherwise we replace the original weight by its reciprocal. We show that the effect of change of
base has two equivalent representations on the plabic graph:
(1) We change the orientation of the graph and at the new sinks we assign the corresponding
vectors of the canonical basis. We denote these vectors as Eˆe;
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(2) We maintain the initial orientation of the graph and conveniently change the boundary
condition at the old sinks. We denote these vectors as E˜e;
We show that these two systems of vectors coincide up to a real non-zero multiplicative factor
(see Lemma 4.4).
Theorem 4.3. The dependence of the system of vectors on the orientation of the
network. Let N be a PBDTP network representing a given point [A] ∈ STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n)
and l be a gauge ray direction. Let O, Oˆ be two perfect orientations of N for the bases I, I ′ ∈M.
Let A[r], r ∈ [k], denote the r-th row of a chosen representative matrix of [A]. Let Ee be the
system of vectors associated to (N ,O, l) and satisfying the boundary conditions E[j] at bj, j ∈ I¯,
whereas Eˆe are those associated to (N , Oˆ, l) and satisfying the boundary conditions E[l] at bl,
l ∈ I¯ ′. Then for any e ∈ N , there exist real constants αe ≠ 0, cre, r ∈ [k] such that
(4.3) Eˆe = αeEe + k∑
r=1 creA[r].
Proof. In Lemmas 4.4 and 4.7 we prove Theorem 4.3 in the case of elementary changes of orien-
tation. In the general case, the change of orientation is represented by the composition of a finite
set of such elementary transformations and, by construction the edge vectors Eˆe solve the linear
system of relations and satisfy the desired boundary conditions on (N , Oˆ, l). Since the solution
of the linear system at the internal vertices is unique (Theorem 3.10), then the edge vectors Eˆe
are the edge vectors in (N , Oˆ, l). 
Both in the case of an elementary change of orientation along a non-self-intersecting directed
path P0 from a boundary source to a boundary sink or along a simple cycle Q0, we provide the
explicit relation between the edge vectors in the two orientations. If the change of orientation is
ruled by P0, we use a two-steps proof:
(1) We conveniently change the boundary conditions at the boundary sinks in the initial
orientation of the network (N ,O, l), we compute the system of vectors E˜e satisfying
these new boundary conditions and we give explicit relations between the two systems of
vectors Ee and E˜e on (N ,O, l);
(2) Then, we show that the system of vectors Eˆe in (4.7), defined on (N , Oˆ, l) in terms of
E˜e, is the required system of vectors associated to the given change of orientation of the
network.
For any elementary change of orientation, we assign an index (e) to each edge of the network
in its initial orientation. Let P0 be a non-self-intersecting oriented path from a boundary
source i0 to a boundary sink j0 in the initial orientation of N and divide the interior of the
disk into a finite number of regions bounded by the gauge ray li0 oriented upwards, the gauge
ray lj0 oriented downwards, the path P0 oriented as in (N ,O, l) and the boundary of the disk
divided into two arcs, each oriented from j0 to i0. Then mark a region with a + if its boundary
is oriented, otherwise mark it with − (see Figure 8).
Similarly a closed oriented simple path Q0 divides the interior of the disk into two regions: we
mark the region external to Q0 with a + and the internal region with −.
If the edge e /∈ P0 (respectively e /∈ Q0), we assign it an index (e) in the original orientationO of N as follows
(4.4) (e) = { 0 if the starting vertex of e belongs to a + region,
1 if the starting vertex of e belongs to a − region,
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Figure 8. We illustrate the marking of the regions.
where, in case the initial vertex of e belongs to P0 or Q0, we make an infinitesimal shift of the
starting vertex in the direction of e before assigning the edge to a region.
If the edge e ∈ P0 (respectively e ∈ Q0), we assign it the index
(4.5) (e) = 1(e) + 2(e) + 3(e),
using the initial orientation O as follows:
(1) We look at the region to the left and near the ending point of e, and assign index
1(e) = { 0 if the region is marked with +,1 if the region is marked with −;
(2) We consider the ordered pair (e, l) and assign index
2(e) = 1 − s(e, l)
2
with s(⋅, ⋅) as in (3.1)
(3) We count the number of intersections with the gauge lines lir , r ∈ [k], and we define
3(e) = indO(e) = #{ intersections with gauge lines lir , r ∈ [k]}.
Lemma 4.4. The effect of a change of orientation along a non self–intersecting
path from a boundary source to a boundary sink. Let I = {1 ≤ i1 < i2 < ⋯ < ik ≤ n}
and I¯ = {1 ≤ j1 < j2 < ⋯ < jn−k ≤ n} respectively be the pivot and non–pivot indices in the
representative RREF matrix A associated to (N ,O, l). Assume that all the edges at the boundary
vertices have unit weight and that no gauge ray intersects such edges in the initial orientation.
Assume that we change the orientation along a non-self-intersecting oriented path P0 from a
boundary source i0 to a boundary sink j0. Let Ee and E˜e be the systems of vectors on (N ,O, l)
corresponding to the following choices of boundary conditions at edges ej ending at the boundary
sinks bj, j ∈ I¯:
(4.6) Eej = Ej , E˜ej = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Ej if j /= j0;
Ej0 − 1Ar0j0 A[r0], if j = j0,
where Ej is the j–th vector of the canonical basis, whereas A[r0] is the row of the matrix A
associated to the source i0. Then the following system of vectors Eˆe, e ∈ N ,
(4.7) Eˆe = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(−1)(e)E˜e, if e /∈ P0, with (e) as in (4.4),(−1)(e)
we
E˜e, if e ∈ P0, with (e) as in (4.5),
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is the system of vectors on the network (N , Oˆ, l) satisfying the boundary conditions
(4.8) Eˆej = { (−1)int(ej)′Ej if j ∈ I¯/{j0}Ei0 , if j = i0,
where int(e)′ is the number of intersections of the gauge ray lj0 with e.
Remark 4.5. To simplify the proof of Lemma 4.4, we assume without loss of generality that
the edges at boundary vertices have unit weight and that no gauge ray intersects them in the
initial orientation. This hypothesis may be always fulfilled modifying the initial network using
the weight gauge freedom (Remark 4.8) and adding, if necessary, bivalent vertices next to the
boundary vertices using move (M3). In Sections 4.3 and 5, we show that the effect of these
transformations amounts to a well–defined non zero multiplicative constant for the edge vectors.
Therefore, the statement in Lemma 4.4 holds in the general case with obvious minor modifications
in the boundary conditions for the three systems of vectors Ee, E˜e and Eˆe.
Proof. The system of vectors E˜e−Ee is the solution to the system of linear relations on (N ,O, l)
for the following boundary conditions:
E˜ej −Eej = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0 if j /= j0;− 1
A
r0
j0
A[r0], if j = j0.
Then at all edges e ∈ N the difference E˜e − Ee is proportional to A[r0]. In particular E˜ei0 =−Ei0 , since, by construction, Eei0 = A[r0] − Ei0 . Therefore, each vector Eˆe in (4.7) is a linear
combination of the vector Ee and A[r0].
In Appendix A we prove that the system Eˆe solves the linear system on (N , Oˆ, l) at each
internal vertex of the network.
Finally the system of edge vectors Eˆe satisfies the boundary conditions in (4.8). First of all,
any given boundary sink edge ej , j /= j0, i0, ends in a + region, whereas it starts in a − region only
if it intersects lj0 . The latter is exactly the unique case in which ≺ Eej , Eˆej ≻=≺ E˜ej , Eˆej ≻= −1.
The edge ei0 belongs to the path P0 and it does not intersect any gauge ray in both orientations
of the network. ei0 has a + region to the left and the pair (e, l) is negatively oriented or it has a− region to the left and the pair (e, l) is positively oriented (see Figure 9). Therefore
(ei0) = 1(ei0) + 2(ei0) = 1.
Finally Eˆei0 = (−1)(ei0)E˜ei0 = Ei0 since E˜ei0 = −Ei0 . 
Example 4.6. We illustrate Lemma 4.4 for the Example 4.6 in Figure 6. Let us compute the
vectors E˜ using the orientation in Figure 6 [left] and boundary condition E˜u1 = Eu1 − 1+p+q2p+1 A[1] =(0,−1+p+q2p+1 ). Then, we immediately get
E˜u = E˜v = q−p1+p+q E˜u1 = (0, p−q2p+1) , E˜up = p(1+2q)1+p+q E˜u1 = (0,−p(1+2q)2p+1 ) , E˜u2 = 1+2p1+p+q E˜u1 = (0,−1) .
Applying (4.7), we get Eˆ−u2 = −E˜u2 = (0,1) and
Eˆ−u = E˜u = (0, p−q2p+1) , Eˆv = −E˜v = (0, q−p2p+1) , Eˆ−up = −1pE˜up = (0, 1+2q2p+1) , Eˆ−u1 = E˜u1 ,
since (u) = (u1) = 1 and (v) = (up) = (u2) = −1. The latter vectors coincide with those
computed directly using Theorem 3.12 in the new orientation (Figure 6[right]): there are two
untrivial conservative flows of weight 1 and p−1 so that
Eˆ−u = (0, p2p+1(1 − qp)) , Eˆv = (0, p2p+1( qp − 1)) , Eˆ−up = (0, p2p+1(2q+1p )) , Eˆ−u1 = (0, p2p+1(1 + q+1p )) .
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Figure 9. The rule of the sign at ei0 .
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Figure 10. The effect of the weight gauge transformation at a white [left] and at a
black [right] vertex on the edge vectors.
The effect of a change of orientation along a closed simple path Q0 on the system of edge
vectors follows along similar lines as above.
Lemma 4.7. The effect of a change of orientation along a simple closed cycle. Let
I = {1 ≤ i1 < i2 < ⋯ < ik ≤ n} be the pivot indices for (N ,O, l). Let Ee be the system of vectors
on (N ,O, l) satisfying the boundary conditions Ej at the boundary sinks j ∈ I¯. Assume that we
change the orientation along a simple closed cycle Q0 and let (N , Oˆ, l) be the newly oriented
network. Then, the system of edge vectors
(4.9) Eˆe = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(−1)(e)Ee, if e /∈ Q0, with (e) as in (4.4),(−1)(e)
we
Ee, if e ∈ Q0, with (e) as in (4.5).
is the system of vectors on the network (N , Oˆ, l) satisfying the same boundary conditions Ej at
the boundary sinks j ∈ I¯.
The proof follows again from the Lemmas in Appendix A.
4.3. Dependence of edge vectors on weight and vertex gauge freedoms. Next we discuss
the effect of the weight gauge and vertex gauge feeedom on the system of edge vectors: in both
cases it is just local.
For any given [A] ∈ STNNM , N denotes a network representing [A] with graph G and edge
weights we [45]. We remark that there is a fundamental difference in the gauge freedom of
assigning weights depending on whether or not the graph G is reduced.
Remark 4.8. The weight gauge freedom [45]. Given a point [A] ∈ STNNM and a planar
directed graph G in the disk representing STNNM , then [A] is represented by infinitely many gauge
equivalent systems of weights we on the edges e of G. Indeed, if a positive number tV is assigned
to each internal vertex V , whereas tbi = 1 for each boundary vertex bi, then the transformation
on each directed edge e = (U,V )
(4.10) we → wetU (tV )−1 ,
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Figure 11. The vertex gauge transformation at a white [left] and at a black [right] vertex.
transforms the given directed network into an equivalent one representing [A].
Remark 4.9. The unreduced graph gauge freedom. As it was pointed out in [45], in case
of unreduced graphs there is no one-to-one correspondence between the orbits of the gauge weight
action (4.10) for a fixed directed graph and the points in the corresponding positroid cell. Since
we do not consider graphs with components isolated from the boundary, this extra gauge freedom
arises if we apply the creation of parallel edges and leafs (see Section 5). In contrast with gauge
transformations of the weights (4.10) the unreduced graph gauge freedom affects the system of
edge vectors untrivially as we shall discuss in next section.
Lemma 4.10. Dependence of edge vectors on the weight gauge Let Ee be the edge vectors
on the network (N ,O, l).
(1) Let E˜e be the system of edge vectors on (N˜ ,O, l), where N˜ is obtained from N applying
the weight gauge transformation at a white trivalent vertex as in Figure 10 [left]. Then
(4.11) E˜e = { Ee, ∀e ∈ N , e /= e1, e2,tuEe if e = e1, e2.
(2) Let E˜e be the system of edge vectors on (N˜ ,O, l), where N˜ is obtained from N applying
the weight gauge transformation at a black trivalent vertex as in Figure 10 [right]. Then
(4.12) E˜e = { Ee, ∀e ∈ N , e /= e1,tvEe if e = e1.
The proof is straightforward and is omitted.
Remark 4.11. Vertex gauge freedom of the graph The boundary map is the same if we
move vertices in G without changing their relative positions in the graph. Such transformation
acts on edges via rotations, translations and contractions/dilations of their lenghts. Any such
transformation may be decomposed in a sequence of elementary transformations in which a single
vertex is moved whereas all other vertices remain fixed (see also Figure 11).
This transformation effects only the three edge vectors incident at the moving vertex and the
latter may only change of sign.
Lemma 4.12. Dependence of edge vectors on the vertex gauge
(1) Let Ee and E˜e respectively be the system of edge vectors on (N ,O, l) and on (N˜ ,O, l),
where N˜ is obtained from N moving one internal white vertex where notations are as in
Figure 11[left]. Then E˜e = Ee, for all e /= e1, e2, e3 and
(4.13)
E˜ei = (−1)wind(e˜i,fi)−wind(ei,fi)+int(e˜i)−int(ei)Eei , i = 1,2, E˜e3 = (−1)wind(f3,e˜3)−wind(f3,e3)Ee3 ;
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(2) Let Ee and E˜e respectively be the system of edge vectors on (N ,O, l) and on (N˜ ,O, l),
where N˜ is obtained from N moving one internal black vertex as in Figure 11[right].
Then E˜e = Ee, for all e /= e1, e2, e3 and
E˜e1 = (−1)wind(e˜1,f1)−wind(e1,f1)+int(e˜1)−int(e1)Ee1 , E˜ei = (−1)wind(fi,e˜i)−wind(fi,ei)Eei , i = 2,3;
Proof. The statement follows from the linear relations at vertices and the following identities at
trivalent white vertices
(4.14)
int(ei) + int(e3) = int(e˜i) + int(e˜3), (mod 2),
wind(f3, e3) +wind(e3, ei) +wind(ei, fi) = wind(f3, e˜3) +wind(e˜3, e˜i) +wind(e˜i, fi) (mod 2),
and the corresponding identities at black vertices. 
5. Effect of moves and reductions on edge vectors
In [45] it is introduced a set of local transformations - moves and reductions - on planar
bicolored networks in the disk which leave invariant the boundary measurement map. Therefore
two networks in the disk connected by a sequence of such moves and reductions represent the
same point in GrTNN(k,n). There are three moves, (M1) the square move (Figure 12), (M2) the
unicolored edge contraction/uncontraction (Figure 13), (M3) the middle vertex insertion/removal
(Figure 14), and three reductions (R1) the parallel edge reduction (Figure 15), (R2) the dipole
reduction (Figure 16[left]), (R3) the leaf reduction (Figure 16[right]).
In our construction each such transformation induces a well defined change in the system of
edge vectors. In the following, we restrict ourselves to PBDTP networks and, without loss of
generality, we fix both the orientation and the gauge ray direction since their effect on the system
of vectors is completely under control in view of the results of Section 4. We denote (N ,O, l)
the initial oriented network and (N˜ , O˜, l) the oriented network obtained from it by applying one
move (M1)–(M3) or one reduction (R1)–(R3). We assume that the orientation O˜ coincides withO at all edges except at those involved in the move or reduction where we use Postnikov rules
to assign the orientation. We denote with the same symbol and a tilde any quantity referring to
the transformed network.
(M1) The square move If a network has a square formed by four trivalent vertices whose
colors alternate as one goes around the square, then one can switch the colors of these four vertices
and transform the weights of adjacent faces as shown in Figure 12. The relation between the face
weights before and after the square move is [45] f˜5 = (f5)−1, f˜1 = f1/(1 + 1/f5), f˜2 = f2(1 + f5),
f˜3 = f3(1 + f5), f˜4 = f4/(1 + 1/f5), so that the relation between the edge weights with the
orientation in Figure 12 is α˜1 = α3α4α˜2 , α˜2 = α2 + α1α3α4, α˜3 = α2α3/α˜2, α˜4 = α1α3/α˜2.
The system of equations on the edges outside the square is the same before and after the move
and also the boundary conditions remain unchanged. The uniqueness of the solution implies
that all vectors outside the square including E1, E2, E3, E4 remain the same. In the following
Lemma, ej , hk respectively are the edges carrying the vectors Ej , Fk in the initial configuration.
For instance, int(h1) is the number of intersections of gauge rays with the edge carrying the
vector F1 in the initial configuration, whereas wind(−h1, h2) is the winding number of the pair
of edges carrying the vectors F˜1, F˜2 after the move because the edge h1 has changed of versus.
The relations between the system of vectors Fj ,F˜j and Ej , j ∈ [4], for the orientation in Figure
12 are
(5.1)
F1 = (−1)i(h1)+w(h1,h3)α1F3, F2 = (−1)i(h2)+w(h2,e3)α2E3, F4 = (−1)i(h4)+w(h4,e3)α4E3,
F3 = (−1)i(h3)α3 ((−1)i(h4)+w(h3,h4)+w(h4,e3)α4E3 + (−1)w(h3,e4)E4) ,
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Figure 12. The effect of the square move.
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Figure 13. The insertion/removal of an unicolored internal vertex is equivalent to a
flip move of the unicolored vertices.
(5.2)
F˜1 = (−1)i(h1)+w(−h1,h2)F˜2, F˜3 = (−1)i(h3)+w(h3,e4)α˜3E4, F˜4 = (−1)i(h4)+w(−h4,e4)α˜4E4,
F˜2 = (−1)i(h2)α˜2 ( (−1)w(h2,e3)E3 + (−1)i(h4)+w(h2,−h4)+w(−h4,e4)α˜4E4) ,
where we have used the abridged notations i(e) = int(e), w(e, h) = wind(e, h).
(M2) The unicolored edge contraction/uncontraction The unicolored edge contraction/un-
contraction consists in the elimination/addition of an internal vertex of equal color and of a unit
edge, and it leaves invariant the face weights and the boundary measurement map [45].
The contraction/uncontraction of an unicolored internal edge combined with the trivalency
condition is equivalent to a flip of the unicolored vertices involved in the move (see Figure 13).
In a flip move of a pair of unicolored vertices, we assume that the edge e0 connecting this pair
of vertices has unit weight and sufficiently small length before and after the move so that no
gauge ray crosses e0, all other edges at this pair of vertices do not change the ending point
and their winding and intersection numbers. As a consequence, we have here additivity of
winding numbers, which is generically not true, wind(ei, e0) + wind(e0, ej) = wind(ei, ej), with
ei – any incoming vector, ej – any outgoing vector involved in the move. Therefore F˜i = Fi
always and E˜0 = E0, if the vertices are black, whereas E˜0 = (−1)wind(e0,e1)F1+(−1)wind(e0,e3)F3,
E0 = (−1)wind(e0,e1)F1 + (−1)wind(e0,e2)F2, if the vertices are white.
We remark that the flip move may create/eliminate null edge vectors. For instance suppose
that (−1)wind(e0,e1)F1 + (−1)wind(e0,e3)F3 = 0 and (−1)wind(e0,e1)F1 + (−1)wind(e0,e2)F2 /= 0.
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Figure 14. The middle edge insertion/removal.
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Figure 15. The parallel edge reduction.
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Figure 16. Left: the dipole reduction. Right: the leaf reduction.
Then in the initial configuration all edge vectors are different from zero whereas in the final
E˜0 = 0.
(M3) The middle edge insertion/removal
The middle edge insertion/removal consists in the addition/elimination of bivalent vertices
(see Figure 14) without changing the face configuration. i.e. the triangle formed by the edges e1,
e2, e12 does not contain other edges of the network. Then the action of such move is trivial, since
int(e1)+ int(e2) = int(e12), (mod 2), wind(e3, e2)+wind(e2, e1)+wind(e1, e0) = wind(e3, e12)+
wind(e12, e0), (mod 2) so that the relation between the vectors E2 and E12 is simply, E12 =(−1)wind(e3,e2)−wind(e3,e12)E2.
(R1) The parallel edge reduction The parallel edge reduction consists of the removal of
two trivalent vertices of different color connected by a pair of parallel edges (see Figure 15[top]).
If the parallel edge separates two distinct faces, the relation of the face weights before and
after the reduction is f˜1 = f11+(f0)−1 , f˜2 = f2(1 + f0), otherwise f˜1 = f˜2 = f1f0 [45]. In both
cases, for the choice of orientation in Figure 15, the relations between the edge weights and the
edge vectors respectively are w˜1 = w1(w2 + w3)w4, E˜1 = E1 = (−1)int(e1)+int(e2)w1(w2 + w3)E4,
E2 = (−1)int(e2)w2E4, E3 = (−1)int(e2)w3E4, since wind(e1, e2) = wind(e1, e3) = wind(e2, e4) =
wind(e3, e4) = 0, int(e1) + int(e2) + int(e4) = int(e˜1) and int(e2) = int(e3).
(R2) The dipole reduction The dipole reduction eliminates an isolated component consist-
ing of two vertices joined by an edge e (see Figure 16[left]). The transformation leaves invariant
the weight of the face containing such component. Since the edge vector at e is Ee = 0, this
transformation acts trivially on the vector system.
(R3) The leaf reduction The leaf reduction occurs when a network contains a vertex u
incident to a single edge e1 ending at a trivalent vertex (see Figure 16[right]): in this case it
is possible to remove u and e1, disconnect e2 and e3, assign the color of u at all newly created
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Figure 17. The appearance of null vectors on reducible networks [left] and their elim-
ination using the gauge freedom for unreduced graphs of Remark 4.9 [right].
vertices of the edges e12 and e13. In the leaf reduction (R3) the only non-trivial case corresponds
to the situation where the faces f1, f2 are distinct in the initial configuration. We assume that
e1 is short enough, and it does not intersect the gauge rays. If we have two faces of weights f1
and f2 in the initial configuration, then we merge them into a single face of weight f˜12 = f1f2;
otherwise f˜12 = f1 and the effect of the transformation is to create new isolated components. We
also assume that the newly created vertices are close enough to V1, therefore the windings are
not affected. Then E1 = E˜12 + E˜13 and E˜12 = w1E2, E˜13 = w1E3.
6. Existence of null edge vectors on reducible networks
Edge vectors associated to the boundary source edges are not null due to Postnikov’s results if
the boundary source is not isolated. On the contrary, a component of a vector associated to an
internal edge can be equal to zero even if the corresponding boundary sink can be reached from
that edge (see Example 3.14). More in general, suppose that Ee = 0 where e is an edge ending at
the vertex V . Then, if V is black, all other edges at V carry null vectors; the same occurs if V
is bivalent white. If V is trivalent white, then the other edges at V carry proportional vectors.
Of course, if the network possesses either isolated boundary sources or components isolated
from the boundary, null-vectors are unavoidable. In [3], we provide a recursive construction of
edge vectors for canonically oriented Le–networks and obtain as a by-product that null edge
vectors are forbidden if the Le–network represents a point in an irreducible positroid cell. The
latter property indeed is shared by systems of edge vectors on acyclically oriented networks as a
consequence of the following Theorem:
Theorem 6.1. Edge vectors on acyclically oriented networks Let (N ,O, l) be an acycli-
cally oriented PBDTP network associated to a point in an irreducible positroid cell where O =O(I). Then all edge vectors Ee are not-null. Moreover, in such case (3.15) in Theorem 3.12
simplifies to
(6.1) Ee =∑
j∈I¯ ( ∑F ∈Fe,bj (G) ( − 1)wind(F )+int(F ) w(F ))Ej =∑j∈I¯ ((−1)σ(e,bj) ∑F ∈Fe,bj (G) w(F ))Ej ,
where the sum runs on all directed paths F starting at e and ending at bj and σ(e, bj) is the same
for all F s. In particular (6.1) holds for all edges of Le-networks representing points in irreducible
positroid cells.
Proof. By definition a PBDTP graph does not possess internal sources or sinks. Let e ∈ N be
an internal edge and let bj be a boundary sink such that there exists a directed path P starting
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at e and ending at bj . In order to prove (6.1), we need to show that wind(F ) + int(F ) has the
same parity for all directed paths from e to bj . Thanks to acyclicity, the latter statement follows
adapting its proof for boundary edges in Corollary 3.13 and the observation that there exists
a boundary source bi and a directed path P0 from bi to e such that any other directed path P˜
from e to bj has a finite number of edges in common with P and no edge in common with P0.
Therefore
int(P0) + int(P ) = int(P0) + int(P˜ ) (mod 2),
wind(P0) +wind(P ) = wind(P0 ∪ P ) = wind(P0 ∪ P˜ ) = wind(P0) +wind(P˜ ) (mod 2),
and the statement follows. 
The absence of null edge vectors for a given network is independent on its orientation and on
the choice of ray direction, of vertex gauge and of weight gauge, because of the transformation
rules of edge vectors established in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. We summarize all the above
properties of edge vectors in the following Proposition:
Proposition 6.2. Null edge vectors and changes of orientation, ray direction, weight
and vertex gauges in N . Let (N ,O, l) be a perfectly oriented PBDTP network with gauge
direction l. Let Ee be its edge vector system with respect to the canonical basis at the boundary
sink vertices. Then, Ee /= 0 on (N ,O, l) if and only if Ee /= 0 on (N ′,O′, l′), where N ′ is obtained
from N changing either its orientation or the gauge ray direction or the weight gauge or the vertex
gauge.
The above statement follows from the fact that any change in the gauge freedoms - ray direc-
tion, weight gauge, vertex gauge - or in the network orientation acts by non–zero multiplicative
constant on the edge vector, provided we use Lemma 4.4 to represent the edge vectors when
changing of base. This property suggests the fact that each graph possesses a unique system of
relations up to gauge equivalence, and we shall prove that this is indeed the case in Section 7.
In the next Corollary we explicitly discuss the special case of acyclically orientable networks.
Corollary 6.3. Characterization of edge vectors on acyclically orientable networks
Let (N ,O, l) be an acyclically orientable PBDTP network representing a point in irreducible
positroid cell. Then, the edge vector components are subtraction–free rational in the weights for
any choice of orientation and gauge ray direction and any given change of gauge or orientation
on the network acts on the right hand side of (6.1) with a non-zero multiplicative factor which
just depends on the edge.
If N is acyclically oriented, the statement follows from Theorem 6.1. The unique case which
is not completely trivial is the change of orientation along a directed path from i0 to j0. Then,
if we express the edge vectors Eˆe using Lemma 4.4, Eˆe differs from E˜e by a multiplicative factor
(see Equation (4.7)
Eˆe = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(−1)(e)E˜e, if e /∈ P0, with (e) as in (4.4),(−1)(e)
we
E˜e, if e ∈ P0, with (e) as in (4.5),
and, using (4.6) we have
(6.2)
E˜e = ∑
j∈I¯/{j0} ((−1)σ(e,bj) ∑F ∈Fe,bj (G) w(F ))Ej + (−1)σ(e,bj0) ∑F ∈Fe,bj0 (G) w(F )(Ej0 −
1
Ar0j0
A[r0]).
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This shows that in any orientation the solution to the system of relations is the same up to
a change of basis and a multiplicative factor. In particular, no internal vector belongs to the
Grassmann plane, and the vector E˜e is non-zero.
In Section 5, we discussed the effect of Postnikov moves and reductions on the transformation
rules of edge vectors on equivalent networks. In particular, moves (M1), (M2)-flip and (M3)
preserve both the PBDTP class and the acyclicity of the network.
Corollary 6.4. Absence of null vectors for PBDTP networks equivalent to the Le-
network. Let the positroid cell STNNM be irreducible and let the PBDTP network (N ,O, l) rep-
resent a point in STNNM and be equivalent to the Le-network via a finite sequence of moves (M1),
(M3) and flip moves (M2). Then N does not possess null edge vectors.
Null-vectors may just appear in reducible not acyclically orientable networks as in the example
of Figure 17. We plan to discuss thoroughly the mechanism of creation of null edge vectors in a
future publication. Edges carrying null vectors are contained in connected maximal subgraphs
such that every edge belonging to one such subgraph carries a null vector and all edges belonging
to its complement and having a vertex in common with it carry non zero vectors. For instance in
the case of Figure 17[left] there is one such subgraph and it consists of the edges u, v,w and the
vertices V1, V2, V3 and V4. We conjecture that we may always choose the weights on reducible
networks representing a given point so that all edge vectors are not null using the extra freedom
in fixing the edge weights in reducible networks.
Conjecture 6.5. Elimination of null vectors on reducible PBDTP networks Let (N ,O, l)
be a reducible PBDTP network representing a given point [A] ∈ STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n) for some
irreducible positroid cell and such that it possesses a finite number of edges e1, . . . , es carrying
null vectors, Eel = 0, l ∈ [s], and such that through each such edge there exists a path to some
boundary sink. Then using the gauge freedom for unreduced graphs of Remark 4.9, we may always
change the weights on N so that the resulting network (N˜ ,O, l) still represents [A] and the edge
vectors E˜e /= 0, for all e ∈ N˜ .
The example in Figure 17 satisfies the conjecture. Both networks represent the same point[2p/(1 + p + q),1] ∈ GrTP(1,2), but for the second network all edge vectors are different from
zero. Indeed for any choice of s > 0, using (3.15), we get:
Ew˜ = −Eu˜ = −Ev˜ = ( 1 + p
1 + p + q ,0) .
7. Completeness of the geometric linear relations and amalgamation of
positroid cells
In this Section we show that if the graph G representing STNNM satisfies natural constraints,
then there exists a unique geometric signature up to gauge equivalence, and a signature on G
guarantees the total non-negativity property for arbitrary positive weights if and only if it is
the geometric one; moreover, in such case the image is exactly STNNM . At this aim we express
geometric relations for edge vectors in the form proposed by Lam [38], show that all geometric
relations on a given graph belong to the same equivalence class and verify that for any signature
of not geometric type there exists a collection of positive weights such that either the image is not
totally non-negative or the linear system has not full rank. As a consequence the edge vectors
represent natural parametrization for the amalgamation procedure introduced in [17] (see also
[7, 8, 31, 43]) in the total non–negative setting. We also show that the geometric signature on
the Le-graph has a combinatorial interpretation since it is equivalent to the master signature
introduced in [3] using the Le-diagram. Finally we reformulate the linear relations in a suitable
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way for the construction of KP–II divisors on rationally degenerated M–curve of dual graph G
performed in [4], [5].
7.1. Completeness of the geometric relations. In Lam [38] it is proposed to parametrize the
boundary measurement map with complex weights using spaces of relations on bipartite graphs
introducing formal half–edge variables zU,e which satisfy the following system on the graph:
(1) wU,V is the weight of the oriented edge e = (U,V ). Therefore, if one reverses the orienta-
tion, wV,U = (wU,V )−1;
(2) For any edge e = (U,V ), zU,e = wU,V zV,e;
(3) If ei, i ∈ [m], are the edges at an m-valent white vertex V , then ∑mi=1 zV,ei = 0;
(4) If ei, i ∈ [m], are the edges at an m-valent black vertex V , then zV,ei = zV,ej for all
i, j ∈ [m].
In [38] it is conjectured that there exist simple rules to assign signatures for the edge weights
so that the above system has full rank for any choice of positive weights, and the image of this
weighted space of relations is the positroid cell STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n) corresponding to the graph.
In this Section we show that our geometric indices provide a full and simple characterization
of such problem under the assumption that the PBDTP graph G satisfies the following natural
conditions:
(1) All its internal vertices are trivalent. This condition is important for the interpretation
of the linear system as amalgamation of little positive Grassmannians, but not essential
for the properties of the space of relations since, in case of bivalent vertices, it is sufficient
to apply rules in agreement with vertex colors;
(2) For any edge e there exists a directed path from some boundary source to some boundary
sink containing e. If this condition is not satisfied at some edge f , f does not contribute
to the boundary measurement; therefore there is an additional gauge freedom in the
assignement of edge signatures and the statement of Theorem 7.10 has to be modified
accordingly. We remark that this additional gauge freedom is untrivial if f belongs to a
component of the graph connected both to boundary sources and sinks.
Below we show that the geometric signatures associated to linear relations introduced in
Section 3.2 form a complete set.
In the next Theorem we re-express the linear relations at vertices satisfied by the edge vectors
(3.9)–(3.11) on (N ,O, l) of graph G as linear relations for half-edge vectors zU,e. From now on
we enumerate edges from 1 to m counterclockwise at any vertex V of valency 3 without reference
to their orientation, and we use cyclical order in summations. w(U,V ) is the positive weight
at the oriented edge e = (U,V ) with U , V respectively the initial and final vertices of e, so
that w(V,U) = w(U,V )−1. In the following statement, if e connects the vertices U,V , we means
w(U,V ) if U is the initial vertex of e in the orientation O, otherwise we means w(V,U). We also
assume that the boundary vertices are univalent.
Theorem 7.1. Existence of geometric signature on (G,O, l) parametrizing STNNM . Let(G,O, l) be a PBDTP graph representing a ∣D∣–dimensional positroid cell STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n)
with perfect orientation O associated to the base I and gauge ray direction l. Let we be positive
weights at the oriented edges e and let N be the associated network of graph G. Then the linear
system of relations (3.9)–(3.11) on (N ,O, l) may be re-expressed as follows:
(1) zbj ,e = (−1)int(e)wbj ,UEj, if bj is a boundary sink vertex, e = (U, bj) its edge and Ej is
the j–th vector of the canonical basis, j ∈ I¯;
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𝑖𝑛𝑡 1 +𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 1,3 𝑤1
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𝑧𝑈,𝑒2 = (-1)
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Figure 18. The reformulation of the linear relations for the edge vectors as geometric
relations for half-edge vectors compatible with Lam [38] approach at the vertices [top]
and at edges [bottom]. We use the abridged notations wind(i, j) ≡ wind(ei, ej) and
int(i) ≡ int(ei).
(2) If e = (bi, V ) is the edge at the boundary source bi, i ∈ I, then zbi,e = (−1)bi,Uwbi,V zV,e,
where
(7.1) bi,U = { int(e) +wind(e, e3), if V is black and e3 is outgoing at V,int(e), if V is white;
(3) zU,e3 = (−1)U,V w3 zV,e3, if e3 = (U,V ) is an internal edge of weight w3 = w(U,V ), and
(7.2)
U,V =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
int(e3), if U black and V white;
1 + int(e3) +wind(e1, e3), if U,V white and e1 incoming at U ;
int(e3) +wind(e1, e3) +wind(e3, e5), if e1 incoming at U white and e5 outgoing at V black;
int(e3) +wind(e3, e5), if U,V black and e5 outgoing at V ;
(4) At each black vertex V and for any pair of edges (ei, ei+1) at V , zV,ei = zV,ei+1, i ∈ [3];
(5) For any white vertex V ,
3∑
i=1 zV,ei = 0, where ei, i ∈ [3], are the edges at V .
Therefore, in particular, this geometric system of relations has full rank for any choice of positive
weights, the solution at the boundary sources produces the boundary measurement matrix for N
with respect to the base I, and the half-edge vectors zV,e may be expressed as in Theorem 3.12.
We remark that the above system is meaningful also in a perfectly oriented bicolored network
of valency bigger than three and may be extended to the non planar case using the cut parameter
λ introduced in [27].
Example 7.2. Let us compare the construction of the edge vectors and half–edge vectors for the
directed network in Figure 19. All edges carry unit weight except e1, e2 and e4 and a, b, c are
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𝑏1𝑏2𝑏3𝑏4
a c b
𝑙3
𝑙4
[1 0 0 0][0 1 0 0]
e1e2
e5
e3e4
U
V
++
+
_
_
𝑏1𝑏2𝑏3𝑏4
E5 = E1 + E2 = [b c 0 0]
a
c b
𝑙3
𝑙4
[1 0 0 0][0 1 0 0]
E1 =[b 0 0 0]
E2 = [0 c 0 0]
E3 = E5
E4 = −aE5
Figure 19. The signature (left) of Theorem 7.1 corresponds to the geometric indices
for the orientation and the gauge ray directions (right) for Example 7.2.
assumed positive. The boundary measurement matrix is
A = ( b c 1 0−ab −ac 0 1 ) .
On the right we show the solution to the linear system as defined in Section 3.2 with the boundary
conditions (1 0 0 0) and (0 1 0 0) respectively at the boundary sinks b1 and b2. In this example
it is also trivial to verify that the components coincide with (3.15) in Theorem 3.12. Then
E3 ≡ (b c0 0) = A[3] − (0 0 1 0) and E4 ≡ (−ab − ac0 0) = A[4] − (0 0 0 1), which is consistent with
Corollary 3.13. The negative sign in E4 is due to the intersection of the edge e4 with the gauge
ray l3.
We remark that, in order to reconstruct the whole boundary measurement matrix directly, one
may color black the boundary sinks and white the boundary sources, assign to each boundary
vertex the corresponding vector of the canonical basis, use the linear relations at the internal
vertices and at each boundary source sum the contribution from its edge and the basis vector
assigned to such vertex.
Let us now re-express the linear system in the form of half–edge vectors as in Theorem 7.1.
Then the edge signature vector is (+ + + − −) (Figure 19[left]). Indeed zb1,e1 = (1 0 0 0), zb2,ee =(0 1 0 0), zU,e1 = b zb1,e1, zU,e2 = czb2,e2, zU,e5 = −zU,e1 − zU,e2 = −(b c0 0), zb3,e3 = zV,e3 = zV,e4 =
zV,e5 = −zU,e5 = (b c0 0), zb4,e4 = −azV,e4 = −(ab ac0 0).
When passing from the system of edge vectors (3.9)–(3.11) to the system of relations for
half–edge vectors, there is a gauge freedom at each vertex which is evident from Figure 18[top].
Indeed, at each black vertex U we have two choices for the correspondence between Ei and zU,ei ,
i ∈ [3], either
(7.3) zU,ei = (−1)int(ei)+wind(ei,e3)wi Ei, i = 1,2, zU,e3 = E3,
or
(7.4) zU,ei = −(−1)int(ei)+wind(ei,e3)wi Ei, i = 1,2, zU,e3 = −E3.
Similarly, at each white vertex U , we have either
(7.5) zU,e1 = (−1)int(e1)w1 E1, zU,ei = (−1)wind(e1,ei)+1Ei, i = 2,3,
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or
(7.6) zU,e1 = (−1)int(e1)+1w1 E1, zU,ei = (−1)wind(e1,ei)Ei, i = 2,3.
In Theorem 7.1 and Example 7.2, we have chosen (7.3) and (7.5) to define (7.2). Any consistent
change of gauge at a finite set of vertices induces obvious sign changes at the edge relations (1),
(2) and (3) and leaves invariant (4) and (5) in Theorem 7.1. Moreover the gauged relations
preserve the edge vectors and the maximal rank of the linear system. In conclusion to any
given orientation and gauge ray direction there is associated a finite number of equivalent edge
signatures which all produce the same edge vector system for any given choice of weights, and
which depend just on such gauge choice. With this in mind we introduce the following notion of
equivalence for edge signatures.
Definition 7.3. Equivalence between edge signatures. Let 
(1)
U,V and 
(2)
U,V be two signatures
on all the edges e = (U,V ) of the PBDTP graph G, included the edges at the boundary. We say
that the two signatures are equivalent if there exists an index η(U) ∈ {0,1} at each internal vertex
U such that
(7.7) 
(2)
U,V = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ 
(1)
U,V + η(U) + η(V ), if e = (U,V ) is an internal edge,

(1)
U,V + η(U), if e = (U,V ) is the edge at some boundary vertex V.
Let us fix the weights, the orientation and the gauge ray direction on a graph. Then Theo-
rem 7.1 ensures the existence of at least one signature on (N ,O, l) for which the system of edge
vectors has full rank. Moreover, it is easy to check that if a signature is equivalent to this one,
then the new system of relations also has full rank, the image of the boundary measurement
map is the same and at the interior vertices the two solutions differ exactly by the sign of the
equivalence relation. More precisely:
Definition 7.4. Geometric signatures for half edge vectors Let (G,O, l) be a PBDTP
graph representing a positroid cell STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n). A signature U,V ∈ {0,1} is called
geometric if it is equivalent to the one defined in Theorem 7.1.
Lemma 7.5. Half–edge vectors for signatures equivalent to the geometric one of
Theorem 7.1 Let zU,e be the system of half-edge vectors for the signature U,V on (N ,O, l)
defined in Theorem 7.1 and let the edge signature ˆU,V be equivalent to U,V . Then the half–edge
vector system induced by ˆU,V has full rank.
Moreover, let us denote zˆU,e the system of half–edge vectors on N associated to ˆU,V and
satisfying the same boundary conditions at the boundary sinks. Then for each internal vertex U
and for all edges e at U zˆU,e = (−1)η(U)zU,e, whereas at each boundary source vertex bir , r ∈ [k],
zˆbir ,e = zbir ,e.
Lemma 7.6. Geometric signatures induce Postnikov boundary measurement map IfG represents the positroid cell STNNM and U,V is a geometric signature on it, then the boundary
measurement map induced by U,V coincides with Postnikov boundary measurement map on STNNM .
Next we show that all geometric signatures on the same graph G are equivalent. Indeed, all
elementary transformations from Section 4 can be interpreted as special equivalence transforma-
tions in the following sense:
(1) The change of orientation along a loop erased directed path P from a boundary source
bi to a boundary sink bj can be written the composition of two steps:
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● First the boundary conditions at the old sinks are changed, whereas the system of
relations and signature are preserved. The transformed half-edge vectors are denoted
by z˜;● An equivalence transformations is applied to the signature and the new boundary
conditions. The transformed half-edge vectors are denoted by zˆ;
(2) All other transformations, i.e. change of orientation along a closed oriented cycle Q,
change of gauge ray direction, change of vertex gauge, are described as equivalence trans-
formations.
Therefore the next Lemma provides a uniform view at the whole zoo of transformations discussed
in Section 4. All these elementary transformations send a full rank system of edge vectors in the
original network into an equivalent full rank system and preserve the point in the Grassmannian.
We use notations consistent with those introduced in Section 4 and Appendix A.
Lemma 7.7. The effect of the network transformations on half edge vectors Let zU,e
be the half edge vectors on (N ,O, l), a PBDTP network representing a point [A] ∈ STNNM ⊂
GrTNN(k,n). Then the following holds
(1) If (N , Oˆ, l) is obtained from N reversing the orientation along a closed cycle Q, i.e. O
and Oˆ are two orientations associated to the same base I ∈ M, then at each internal
vertex U the transformed system of edge vectors satisfies zˆU,em = (−1)η(U)zU,em, with
(7.8) η(U) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(e3), if U /∈ Q and e3 points outwards;
wind(e1, e2) + 1(e1) + 2(e2) + 1, if U ∈ Q trivalent white;
wind(e1, e2) + 1(e1) + 2(e1), if U ∈ Q trivalent black.
In the first line of (7.8) e3 is one of the edges pointing outwards at U , whereas in the
other two lines e1, e2 is the pair of edges changing orientation at U and e1 points inwards
in the initial orientation. The indices in the right hand side of (7.8) are as in (4.4) and
(4.5);
(2) If (N , Oˆ, l) is obtained from N reversing the orientation along an edge loop-erased pathP from the boundary source i0 to the boundary sink j0, then at each internal vertex U
the transformed system of edge vectors satisfies zˆU,em = (−1)η(U)z˜U,em, where η(U) is as
in (7.8) and z˜U,e is the system of half-edge vectors on (N ,O, l) associated to the edge
vectors E˜e introduced in Section 4.2 and satisfying the boundary conditions (4.6),
E˜ej = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Ej if j /= j0;
Ej0 − 1Ar0j0 A[r0], if j = j0;
(3) If (Nˆ ,O, lˆ) is obtained from N changing the gauge ray direction from l to lˆ, then at each
internal vertex U the transformed system of edge vectors satisfies zˆU,em = (−1)η(U)zU,em,
with
(7.9) η(U) = { int(U) + par(e3) + ŵind(e1, e3) −wind(e1, e3), if U trivalent white;
int(U) + par(e3), if U trivalent black.
In the right hand side of (7.9), the indices int(U) and par(e3) are as in Proposition 4.1
with e3 pointing out at U ; moreover in the first line e1 is pointing in and wind and ŵind
denote the winding respectively with respect to the gauge direction l and lˆ;
(4) Let Ee and E˜e respectively be the system of edge vectors on (N ,O, l) and on (N˜ ,O, l),
where N˜ is obtained from N moving the internal vertex U˜ where notations are as in
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Lemma 4.12 (see also Figure 11). Then the system of half-edge vectors z˜U,e satisfies
z˜U,e = zU,e at all vertices U /= U˜ and z˜U˜ ,e = (−1)η(U˜)zU˜ ,e, where
(7.10) η(U˜) = { int(e˜3) − int(e3) +wind(f3, e3) −wind(f3, e˜3), if U˜ trivalent white;
int(e˜1) − int(e1) +wind(e˜1, f1) −wind(e1, f1), if U˜ trivalent black.
Proof. The statement follows applying the linear relations for the edge vectors, the transformation
rules of edge vectors established in Section 4, Theorem 7.1, Lemmas A.2, A.3 and A.4. For
instance, let (N , Oˆ, l) be obtained from (N ,O, l) by reversing the orientation along the closed
cycle Q. Let U be a white trivalent vertex not belonging to the closed cycle Q and label 1 the
edge pointing in at U in both orientations. Then, we have (7.5) and
(7.11) zˆU,e1 = (−1)înt(e1)w1 Eˆ1, zˆU,ei = (−1)wind(e1,ei)+1Eˆi, i = 2,3.
Inserting Eˆm = (−1)(em)Em, m ∈ [3], with (em) as in (4.4), and using int(e1) − înt(e1) =
(e2) − (e1) = (e3) − (e1), (mod 2), from (A.2), we immediately get (7.8). All other cases
may be treated similarly. 
As a corollary of Theorem 7.1, Lemmas 7.5, 7.7 we obtain:
Corollary 7.8. For any given graph in our class representing a positroid cell STNNM there is a
unique geometric signature up to equivalence. Moreover, if the graph is reduced, there is a unique
system of relations for any point in STNNM up to weight gauge, whereas if the graph is reducible
there are infinitely many inequivalent systems of relations for the same point. In both cases the
image is the whole positroid cell.
Next we prove there are no other signatures compatible with total non-negativity and full
rank, i.e. given G representing a STNNM and assigned a system of edge signatures on G, then the
induced linear system has full rank and its solution belongs to GrTNN(k,n) for any choice of
positive edge weights, if and only if the signature is geometric. Moreover, in such case the image
coincides with that of Postnikov boundary measurement map.
It is also evident from the definition that the product of equivalent signatures has the same
parity along each directed path of the graph. In the next Lemma we show that the opposite is
also true, and it is the key ingredient in the proof of completeness.
Lemma 7.9. Parity of equivalent signatures on loop–erased paths and cycles Let G
be a PBDTP graph representing an irreducible positroid cell STNNM and such that for any edge
in G there exists a directed path from boundary to boundary containing it. Let (1)U,V , (2)U,V be two
signatures on it. Let O be the orientation of G. Then, (2)U,V is equivalent to (1)U,V if and only if,
for any edge loop-erased path P from a boundary source to a boundary sink and for any closed
cycle Q, the product of the signatures of the edges on P, respectively on Q has the same parity
with respect to both signatures.
Proof. In one direction the proof is trivial and follows directly from the definition of equivalence.
Let us now suppose that two signatures (1), (2) have the same parity on any edge loop-erased
path P from a boundary source to a boundary sink and any closed cycle Q. Then the parities
also coincide on any directed path from a boundary source to a boundary sink. Let us construct
an index η(U) transforming (2) to (1) using the following procedure:
(1) As initial step we select a loop-erased path from a boundary source to a boundary sink,
and we compare the signatures at each edge starting from the edge at the boundary
source. If the edge e = (U,V ) is not the final edge of the path, then
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(a) If the signatures at e are equal, we mark e and assign η(V ) = 0 and proceed to the
next edge.
(b) If the signatures at e are opposite, we mark e, assign η(V ) = 1, invert the signatures
at all edges at V (we continue to denote the transformed signature by (2)) and
proceed to the next edge;
If e is the final edge of such path and the signatures coincide at all its other edges, then
necessarily they also coincide at e;
(2) Next for any other path (not necessary loop-erased) from a boundary source to a boundary
sink, containing at least one unmarked edge, we proceed as follows:
(a) If the edge e = (U,V ) is marked, we have already assigned η(U) and η(V ), and we
proceed to the next edge. In particular, e is always marked if V is white and at least
one of the outgoing edges at V is marked.
(b) If e = (U,V ) is not marked and all outgoing edges at V are not marked, we proceed
as at Step 1.
(c) Let e = (U,V ) be unmarked, V be black and the outgoing edge at V be marked
(therefore the signature η(V ) is already assigned). In this case we have two possi-
bilities:
(i) The outgoing edge at V was marked using one of the previous paths. In such
case there exist a path from a boundary source to a boundary sink such that
e is the only unmarked edge. Since the initial signatures have the same parity
and the transformation procedure preserves the parity, (1) at e coincide with
the (transformed) (2) at e. Therefore we can mark also this edge and proceed
to the next edge.
(ii) The outgoing edge at V was marked at some previous step while going along
this path. Then these two edges at V belong to a cycle, and e is the only
unmarked edge of this cycle. Then the parity of initial signatures guarantees
that the signatures coincide at e, we can mark e and proceed to the next edge.

Theorem 7.10. Completeness of the geometric signatures Let U,V be a signature on G,
PBDTP graph representing the irreducible positroid STNNM and such that for any edge in it there
exists at least one directed path from boundary to boundary containing it. Then the linear system
associated to such signature has full rank and the image of the boundary measurement map is
a totally non-negative point for any choice of positive weights, if and only if U,V is geometric.
Moreover, in such case, the boundary measurement map induced by U,V coincides with Postnikov
boundary measurement map on STNNM .
Proof. We remark that any signature U,V on the edges of a given graph G may be interpreted as
the assignment of real edge weights w˜U,V = (−1)U,V wU,V , associated to the positive edge weights
wU,V to any edge e = (U,V ) ∈ G. If the signature is geometric, then from Theorem 7.1 and
Lemma 7.6 the statement follows.
Let us now suppose that the signature U,V on G is not geometric. In such case it is not
possible to fulfill all the conditions settled in (7.4) no matter the choice of base I ∈M and ray
gauge direction, since, by Lemma 7.7, the geometricity of the signature is preserved by changes
of orientation or gauge ray direction or vertex gauge transformations. Indeed, using Lemma 7.9,
we show that the linear system of equations induced by U,V either looses the full rank property
for some choice of weights or the boundary measurement matrix possesses at least a negative
minor for some choice of the weights.
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Figure 20. The Young diagram associated to the partition (5,5,4,2), k = 4, n = 9.
Indeed if G possesses an acyclic orientation, there exists at least one boundary source bi¯r ,
one boundary sink bj¯ and a directed path P¯ from bi¯r to bj¯ on which the product of signatures∏
e=(U,V )∈P¯ U,V has parity different from the product of signatures ∏e=(U,V )∈P¯ (1)U,V , where (1)U,V is the
geometric signature in Theorem 7.1. Then, if we assign sufficiently small fixed weights to all edges
in G/{P¯} and set the weights on the edges of P¯ of order 1, the minor ∆I/{¯ir}∪{j¯} necessarily has
negative sign for the signature U,V . We use the same argument also in the case the orientation
is not acyclic and the violation of parity occurs along a loop–erased path from a boundary source
to a boundary sink. Finally if G is not acyclically oriented and the equivalence is violated along
a simple cycle C, it is easy to verify that, assigning sufficiently small fixed weights to all edges
in G/C, we may equate to zero the determinant of the matrix associated to the linear system of
relations by conveniently choosing the edge weights on C. 
7.2. The master signature on Le–networks. In [3], we have used the Le–diagram to combi-
natorially associate a master signature to the edges of each Le–graph with canonical orientation.
It follows from the results of Section 7.1 that this signature is geometric. Moreover, it is easy to
provide a gauge ray direction generating this signature. Let us recall its construction from [3].
Remark 7.11. As in [3] we use the ship battle rule to enumerate the boxes of the Young diagram
of a given partition λ. Let I = I(λ) be the pivot set of the k vertical steps in the path along the SE
boundary of the Young diagram proceeding from the NE vertex to the SW vertex of the k×(n−k)
bound box, and let I¯ = [n]/I be the non–pivot set. Then the box Bij corresponds to the pivot
element i ∈ I and the non–pivot element j ∈ I¯ (see Figure 20 for an example).
Definition 7.12. Le–diagram and Le–tableau.[45] For a partition λ, a Le–diagram L of
shape λ is a filling of the boxes of its Young diagram with 0’s and 1’s such that, for any three
boxes indexed (i, k), (l, k), (l, j), where i < l and k < j, filled correspondingly with a, b, c, if
a, c /= 0, then b /= 0. For such a diagram denote by d the number of boxes of D filled with 1s.
The Le–tableau T is obtained from a Le–diagram L of shape λ, by replacing all 1s in L by
positive numbers wij (weights). We show an example in Figure 21[left].
To any Le–tableau there is associated a canonically oriented bipartite trivalent network defined
as follows (see Figure 21[right]) for an example of a 10–dimensional positroid cell in GrTNN(4,9)
Definition 7.13. The trivalent bipartite Le–network [45] The acyclically oriented perfect
trivalent bipartite network in the disk, N , associated to the Le–tableau T is recursively defined
as follows. On the tableau place a white vertex Vi and a boundary source vertex labelled bi in
correspondence of each i-th vertical boundary segment, i ∈ I, and a boundary sink vertex bj for
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Figure 21. Left: a Le–tableau T for the Young diagram of Figure 20 and its Le–network.
We mark the master signature of Definition 7.14 with blue color on the horizontal edges and the
edges on the boundary sources, and with red color on the remaining edges. Right: the choice of
gauge ray direction corresponding to the master signature for the same graph.
each j–th horizontal boundary segment, j ∈ I¯. Color black all boundary vertices; deform the
contour containing all boundary vertices to a horizontal line. Then starting from the bottom row
of the tableau and moving right to left on the given row, do the following for any i ∈ I, j ∈ I¯:
(1) Add a vertical edge of unit weight from bi to Vi.
(2) Ignore all empty boxes;
(3) For each box Bij of T filled with wij > 0, place a couple of vertices inside the box: V ′ij
colored black and Vij colored white to its left in such a way that all internal vertices
corresponding to the same row, included Vi lie on a common horizontal line. Then add:
(a) A horizontal edge of unit weight directed from V ′ij to Vij;
(b) A horizontal edge of weight wij from Vi,l to V
′
ij , where Vi,l is the first white vertex
on the same horizontal line to the right of Vil (here Vi0 means Vi);
(c) A vertical edge of unit weight and oriented downwards from Vij to either the boundary
sink bj if all boxes in the same column and below Bij are empty or to the black vertex
V ′lj if Blj is the first filled box below Bij.
In [3], we define the following signature on the Le–graph using the Le–diagram.
Definition 7.14. The master signature for canonically oriented Le–graphs [3] Let G
be the Le–bipartite graph associated to the positroid cell STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n) acyclically oriented
with respect to the lexicographically minimal base I and let L be its Le–diagram. We define the
master signature mas on G as follows
mase =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if e is a horizontal edge starting at a white vertex and ending at a black one,
1 if e is a horizontal edge starting at a black vertex or at a boundary source and ending at a white vertex,
l − i mod (2) if e = (Vij , V ′lj),
k − i mod (2) if e = (Vij , bj).
Proposition 7.15. The master edge signature is of geometric type Let G be Le–bipartite
graph associated to the positroid cell STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n). Then its master signature mas is of
geometric type.
In [3], we have proven that the system of relations associated to the master signature has full
rank and explicitly constructed its solution recursively, verifying that the vectors at the boundary
sources satisfy Corollary 3.13 for any choice of positive weights. Therefore, by Theorem 7.10, it
is of geometric type.
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Figure 22. Amalgamation ofGrTP(2,4) using the definition [left] and the linear system
for half edge vectors of Theorem 7.1 [right].
To produce the master signature, it is sufficient to draw the gauge rays almost horizontal (see
Figure 21 right). Indeed, all windings for this choice are 0, and the intersections with the vertical
edges have the same parity as the master signature.
Remark 7.16. Comparison with the vector–relation configurations on reduced bipar-
tite graphs in [6] In [6] an alternative construction of vector–relation configurations has been
proposed on reduced bipartite graphs representing positroid varieties in Gr(k,n). In that paper
the boundary vertices are all colored white. The role of white and black vertices is exchanged for
what concerns Lam relations due to the use of column vectors instead of row vectors. Therefore,
in their approach all half–edge vectors sharing a common white vertex coincide, whereas those
sharing a common black vertex satisfy a non–trivial linear relation. In [6] is it shown that, up to
usual gauge equivalence on the bipartite graph, on each given reduced bipartite graph there exists
a unique system of k–vectors at white vertices satisfying non-trivial linear relations at black ver-
tices so that the associated matrix has full–rank and its image is a dense set in the corresponding
complex positroid variety. Finally they prove that the vectors at the boundary vertices form the
columns of a representative matrix of a point in the positroid variety associated to the graph.
Since also our system of relation on row vectors is unique up to gauge equivalence on the planar
trivalent bicolored directed graphs, it is natural to expect that there exists a relation between the
two constructions. The major difference in the two constructions is that in [6] the non–negativity
condition of the minors is not addressed in the realization of the representative matrix. Indeed,
in Example 5.6 in [6] the matrix associated to the reduced bipartite graph equivalent to the one
in Example 7.2 (see Figure 19) is
A′ = ( b c 1 0
ab ac 0 1
)
which is equivalent to A up to the transformation a ↦ −a. The latter action is exactly ruled out
by the gauge ray direction chosen in Figure 19.
We claim that, upon introducing a gauge ray direction, their construction is completely equiv-
alent to ours in the case of reduced plabic graphs (compare Figure 18 and Example 5.6 in [6] with
Figure 19 and Example 7.2). We expect that the Le–diagram which rules the master signature
at the internal edges on the Le–graph (which is both reduced, trivalent and bipartite) will play an
analogous role in their construction in the case of bipartite graphs.
7.3. Interpretation of relations as totally non-negative amalgamation of the small
Grassmannians. Next, following [7, 8, 38], we explain how the linear relations of half-edge
vectors represent amalgamation of Grassmannians in the totally non–negative setting. The
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amalgamation of cluster varieties, of which Grassmannians are a special case, has been introduced
in [17] and plays a relevant role in theoretical physics [31, 43], in particular for the computation
of on–shell scattering processes in terms of simpler on-shell diagrams [7, 8]. In the case of
Grassmannians it may be explicitly described as the composition of two elementary operations:
disjoint sum and contraction of boundary vertices of plabic networks.
The first operation (disjoint sum) is trivial. If NL, with boundary vertices b1, . . . , bnL , andNR, with boundary vertices bnL+1, . . . , bnL+nR , are two bicolored networks representing respec-
tively a point [AL] ∈ Gr(kL, nL) and [AR] ∈ Gr(kR, nR), then the image is the point [ARL] ∈
Gr(kR+kL, nR+nL) represented by the disjoint union of the two networks with boundary vertices
b1, . . . , bnL+nR , so that the representative matrix is in the block form
ARL = [ AL 00 AR ] .
In particular if [AL] ∈ GrTNN(kL, nL) and [AR] ∈ GrTNN(kR, nR), then [ARL] ∈ GrTNN(kR +
kL, nR + nL).
The second operation (projection) is a map pij1,j2 ∶ Gr(k+1, n+2)↦ Gr(k,n), for some j1, j2 ∈[n+2], j1 /= j2, defined in the following way. GivenN representing a point in [AN ] ∈ Gr(k+1, n+2)
and such that the edges incident at the boundary vertices bj1 and bj2 have unit weight, thenN ′ = pij1,j2(N ) is the bicolored network with boundary set (b1, . . . , bn+2)/{bj1 , bj2} obtained by
removing the two boundary vertices bj1 , bj2 , gluing together the two boundary edges incident to
them and assigning unit weight to the resulting edge. If j2 = j1+1, and [AN ] ∈ GrTNN(k+1, n+2)
then [AN ′] ∈ GrTNN(k,n), since the resulting network N ′ is planar in the disk. Up to cyclic
permutation, j1 = 1 and the maximal minors of the resulting matrix AN ′ have the following
representation in terms of the maximal minors of the initial matrix AN (see [7, 8, 38])
(7.12) ∆J(AN ′) = ∆1,J(AN ) +∆2,J(AN ).
Any reduced PBDTP graph in the disk representing an irreducible positroid cell and such that
its internal vertices are all trivalent may be obtained through such procedure. The linear system
for half edge vectors introduced above provides an efficient way to construct the totally non-
negative part of the image of the boundary measurement map of the final graph using those of its
elementary components. The latter are, by assumption, the Le–graphs associated to GrTP(1,3)
and GrTP(2,3). Indeed the procedure to construct the boundary measurement matrix for any
given planar bicolored trivalent network in the disk built out of the amalgamation of a finite
number of trivalent black and white vertices is then straightforward:
(1) All the initial trivalent white or black vertices have edges with unit weight and are aligned
along the boundary of the disk respecting an order in the amalgamation procedure so that
at each step the resulting network be planar. Indeed it is not restrictive to assume that
two vertices at the boundary will undergo the projection exactly at a step in which they
are consecutive, since both the initial and the final network configurations are planar;
(2) A perfect orientation is chosen so that each pair of boundary vertices involved in a
projection step consists in a boundary source and a boundary sink. Moreover, if the
resulting network is reduced, it is not restrictive to assume that the global orientation is
acyclic;
(3) A small oriented edge of weight wA,B is then added to the figure joining the boundary
source A and the boundary sink B if the pair (A,B) is projected at some step. Similarly,
we add an internal bivalent vertex C and an edge of weight wCj (respectively wiC) if the
vertex C is a boundary sink (respectively a boundary source) in the final network;
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(4) Each pair of vertices joined by a weighted edge corresponding to a projection is moved
inside the disk keeping the overall configuration planar;
(5) A gauge ray direction is chosen which satisfies the conditions settled in Section 3 and, up
to slight changes in the position of the internal vertices using the vertex gauge fredom, we
assume that gauge rays starting at the boundary sources may only intersect the weighted
edges;
(6) The resulting linear system takes the form settled in Theorem 7.1, and the half edge
vectors at the boundary sources give the boundary matrix associated to the final network
except for the pivot terms.
We illustrate this procedure in Figure 22 for the construction of the cell GrTP(2,4). In Figure
22[left] we show the amalgamation procedure with two copies of both GrTP(1,3) and GrTP(2,3)
which produces the Le–graph associated to GrTP(2,4). Even in this elementary example, the
computation of the boundary measurement map of a point in GrTP(2,4) requires the composition
of four amalgamation steps and is not computationally efficient using the definition. On the
contrary, the representation of the amalgamation procedure as a geometric linear system for
half-edge vectors produces the boundary measurement matrix as a solution of a linear system,
which is in Gaussian reduced form if the final network is acyclically oriented.
7.4. Alternative formulation of linear relations for signature at vertices. Next we refor-
mulate the linear relations for the edge vectors in a more symmetric way by assigning geometric
indices to any pair of edges at a vertex. This alternative description is used in [4] to charac-
terize the position of real regular divisors associated to real regular multi–line KP–II solitons
and to their real regular finite–gap desingularizations on M–curves (see also [2] for numerical
simulations).
Definition 7.17. The geometric indices Let (G,O, l) be an oriented PBDTP graph in the
disk representing the positroid cell STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n). To each pair of edges f, g at a white or
black vertex Vl in G we assign the following geometric indices:
(1) Index of change of direction cd(f, g):
cd(f, g) = { 1 if both f, g point outwards/inwards at vertex Vl,0 otherwise.
(2) Index of intersection int(f, g):
int(f, g) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
int(f) if f points inwards at Vl and g outwards,
int(g) if g points inwards at Vl and f outwards,
int(f) + int(g) if both f, g point inwards at Vl,
0 otherwise.
(3) Index of winding wind(f, g): it coincides with the winding of the pair (f, g) if one
of the edges points inwards and the other outwards at Vl, otherwise it is the sum of the
winding indices at Vl:
wind(f, g) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
wind(f, g) if f points inwards and g outwards at Vl,−wind(g, f) if g points inwards and f outwards at Vl,
wind(h, g) +wind(h, f) if cd(f, g) = 1 and h is the third edge at Vl.
Let us define the geometric index geo(f, g) for a pair of edges f, g incident at a vertex V as:
(7.13) geo(f, g) = { wind(f, g) + int(f, g) + cd(f, g) if V is whitewind(f, g) + int(f, g) if V is black.
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In the next Lemma we re-express the linear relations at the vertices satisfied by the edge
vectors (3.9)–(3.11) on (N ,O, l) of graph G as linear relations for half-edge vectors x(U,e) using
the geometric indices of Definition 7.17.
Lemma 7.18. Geometric relations at vertices on PBDTP networks Let (G,O, l) be a
PBDTP graph representing a ∣D∣–dimensional positroid cell STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n). Let I be the
base in M associated to its perfect orientation O and l be the gauge ray direction. Let w(U,V )
be positive weights at the oriented edges e = (U,V ) and let N be the associated network of graphG. Let the geometric indices be as in Definition 7.17. For any j ∈ [n], set int(bj) to be equal
to the number of boundary gauge rays intersecting the edge at the boundary vertex bj. Then the
linear system of relations (3.9)–(3.11) on (N ,O, l) may be re-expressed as follows:
(1) xbj ,e = (−1)int(bj)Ej, if e = (U, bj), j ∈ I¯, , where Ej is the j–th vector of the canonical
basis;
(2) xU,e = w(U,V )xV,e, for any edge e = (U,V ), including the edges at the boundary sources
e = (bi, V ), i ∈ I;
(3) At each black vertex V and for any pair of edges (ei, ei+1), i ∈ [3] at V ,
(7.14) xV,ei = (−1)geo(ei,ei+1)xV,ei+1 , i ∈ [3];
(4) For any white trivalent vertex V
(7.15) (−1)geo(e1,e2)xV,e3 + c.p. = 0,
where em, m ∈ [3], are the edges at V .
We remark that conditions (2), (3) and (4) form a full rank system of linear relations in the
formal variable xV,e and that (1) sets the boundary conditions corresponding to the system of
edge vectors studied in the present paper. At each vertex U , we have the following relation
between the half–edge vectors xU,e and the original edge vector Ee,
(7.16) xU,e = { w−1e Ee, if e is incoming at U,Ee, if e is outgoing at U,
so that assuming (7.3) and (7.5) at each internal vertex, we have
zU,e1 = (−1)int(e1)xU,e1 , zU,ei = (−1)1+wind(e1,ei)xU,ei , i = 2,3,
if U is white and e1 incoming at U , whereas
zU,ei = (−1)int(ei)+wind(ei,e3)xU,ei , i = 1,2, zU,e3 = xU,e3 ,
if U is black and e3 outgoing at U .
In [4], we relate the geometric indices to another set of indices which play the role of discrete
closed and exact forms on the internal faces, respectively, and rule the position of the KP–II
divisor for soliton data in irreducible positroid cells STNNM . In that characterization we use the
following property of the geometric indices.
Lemma 7.19. [4] Let (G,O, l) be a perfectly oriented PBDTP graph representing an irreducible
positroid cell with gauge ray direction l. Let Ωs, s ∈ [g + 1] denote its faces. Then:
(1) At each internal vertex V the sum of the indices at all pair of edges at V
(7.17)
3∑
i=1 geo(ei, ei+1) = { 1 (mod 2), if V trivalent white0 (mod 2), if V trivalent black.
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Figure 23. All possible combinations of geometric indices respecting Lemma 7.19 are
realizable on the Le-graph associated to GrTP(1,3) and GrTP(2,3) respectively.
(2) Let (Vl; fl, gl), l ∈ [ns], be the triples of internal vertices Vl and pair of edges (fl, gl) at
Vl bounding the face Ωs, where ns is the total number of pair of edges at internal vertices
bounding Ωs. Then there exist g − k faces Ωs such that
(7.18)
ns∑
l=1 geo(fl, gl) = 1 (mod 2).
In particular, (7.18) holds for any of the g + 1 − n internal faces of G.
The first part of the Lemma is trivial. The second part of the Lemma is proven in [4]. The
remaining k + 1 faces at the boundary of the disk may have either index 0 or 1 (mod 2). In
Figure 23 we illustrate the simplest examples GrTP(1,3) and GrTP(2,3).
Remark 7.20. Lemma 7.18 looks like an analog of the Kasteleyn theorem for dimer models on
bipartite graphs for trivalent planar bicolored graphs in the KP-II hierarchy setting.
Definition 7.21. Equivalence between vertex signatures. Let (1)(f, g), (2)(f, g) be a pair
of vertex signatures defined for all vertices V and all pairs of edges f, g incident to V . These
two signatures are equivalent if there exists an index η(f) ∈ {0,1} such that at each V for all f, g
incident at V we have
(2)(f, g) = (1)(f, g) + η(f) + η(g) (mod 2).
Lemma 7.22. Let the PBDTP graph G represent the irreducible positroid cell STNNM ⊂ GrTNN(k,n),
and let 
(1)
geo(f, g), (2)geo(f, g) be two geometric vertex signatures corresponding respectively to(G,O1, l1) and (G,O2, l2). Then they are equivalent.
The proof is straightforward.
The above characterization of the geometric indices suggests the following conjecture.
Conjecture 7.23. Let the PBDTP graph G represent the irreducible positroid cell STNNM ⊂
GrTNN(k,n), and be such that for any edge there exists a directed path from the boundary to
the boundary containing it. For any internal vertex V , let us assign an index V (e, f) at each
pair of edges e, f at V such that:
(1) At each internal vertex V the sum of the indices at all pair of edges at V
(7.19)
3∑
i=1 V (ei, ei+1) = { 1 (mod 2), if V trivalent white,0 (mod 2), if V trivalent black;
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Figure 24. Configurations at black [left] and white [right] vertices when the
edges do not belong to P0 or to Q0.
(2) For any internal face Ωs and for n−k−1 faces at the boundary of the disk, ns∑
l=1 V (fl, gl) = 1(
mod 2).
Then, there exists a base I in M, a perfect orientation O = O(I) and a gauge ray direction l
such that, up to a vertex gauge transformation on (G,O, l), V (e, f) is equivalent to the geometric
signature geo(f, g) at (G,O, l).
Appendix A. Consistency of the system Eˆe at internal vertices
In this Section we complete the proof of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.7. Throughout this Appendix we
use the same notations as in Section 4.2. In particular P0 is the simple path changing orientation
and directed from the boundary source bi0 to the boundary sink bj0 in the initial orientation,
and Q0 is the simple cycle changing orientation.
We start with a useful relation between the winding number and the indices 2(⋅) and s(⋅, ⋅)
at a pair of consecutive edges.
Lemma A.1. Let a, b be a pair of consecutive edges at a vertex V with a incoming and b outgoing
at V . Then
(A.1) wind(a, b) = 2(b) − 2(a) + s(a, b)[2(b) − 2(a)]2
2
,
where, in case a and b are antiparallel the above formula is a limit as in Definition 3.2, see also
Figure 2.
Proof. First suppose a and b not parallel. Then formula (A.1) holds since
(1) If 2(b) = 2(a), then wind(a, b) = 0;
(2) If 2(a) = 0 = 1−2(b), then wind(a, b) = 1 if and only if s(a, b) = 1, otherwise wind(a, b) =
0;
(3) If 2(a) = 1 = 1 − 2(b), then wind(a, b) = −1 if and only if s(a, b) = −1, otherwise
wind(a, b) = 0
If a and b are parallel, then wind(a, b) = 0, 2(b) = 2(a), whereas s(a, b) is not defined. Therefore
both the left and the right-hand side are well-defined and equal to 0. 
A.1. Proof of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.7 at internal vertices not belonging to P0 or to Q0. In
the following Lemma we provide equivalent relations to those in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.7 at internal
vertices not belonging to P0 or to Q0. Generic configurations are shown in Figure 24.
Lemma A.2. Let a1, a2, a3 be the edges at a trivalent white vertex not belonging to P0 or to Q0
with a3 incoming edge (see Figure 24[left]). Then the linear relations for the edge vectors Eˆai,
i ∈ [3], as in (4.7) and (4.9) are equivalent to
(A.2) int(a3) − înt(a3) = (a1) − (a3) = (a2) − (a3), (mod 2),
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Figure 25. Configurations at black [left] and white [right] vertices when e1, e2
belong to P0 or to Q0.
where înt(a3) denotes the number of intersection of gauge rays with a3 after the change of ori-
entation of the path.
Let b1, b2, b3 be the edges at a trivalent black vertex not belonging to P0 or to Q0 with b1
outgoing edge (see Figure 24[right]). Then the linear relations of the vectors Eˆbi, i ∈ [3], as in
(4.7) and (4.9) are equivalent to
(A.3) int(bi) − înt(bi) = (b1) − (bi) (mod 2), i = 2,3.
where înt(bi) denotes the number of intersection of gauge rays with bi after the change of orien-
tation of the path.
Proof. The proof follows immediately substituting the linear relations at the black/white vertices.
At the trivalent white vertex V not belonging to the path P0 or cycle Q0, the linear relations
before and after the change of orientation are
E˜a3 = we3(−1)int(a3) ((−1)wind(a3,a2)E˜a2 + (−1)wind(a3,a1)E˜a1) ,
Eˆa3 = we3(−1) ̂int(a3) ((−1)wind(a3,a2)Eˆa2 + (−1)wind(a3,a1)Eˆa1) .
Then, we immediately get (A.2) inserting (4.7), Eˆai = (−1)(ai)E˜ai in the above formulas. The
proof in the other cases follows along similar lines. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4 at internal vertices not belonging to the directed path P0 changing of
orientation: First of all we remark that at each white internal vertex not belonging to P0,
(a1) = (a2) by definition (see (4.4)). To prove the Lemma we just need to show that the
difference of the intersection index before and after the change of orientation at an edge ending
at a given (white or black) vertex has the same parity as the difference of the  index of the
same edge and of an edge starting at the same vertex (compare (A.2) and (A.3)). Therefore it
is sufficient to prove the claim
int(a3) − înt(a3) = (a1) − (a3), (mod 2)
at a white vertex. The above identity holds true since the incoming edge a3 and the outgoing
edge a1 have the same index if and only if either none or both of the gauge rays li0 and li0
intersect a3. ◻
The proof of Lemma 4.7 at internal vertices not belonging to Q0 follows along similar lines.
A.2. Proof of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.7 at internal vertices belonging to P0 or to Q0. In
the following Lemma we describe the relations between the winding number, the intersection
number with gauge rays and the indices i(e) introduced above before and after a change of
orientation for a pair of consecutive edges e1 and e2 such that e1 is incoming (resp. outgoing)
and e2 outgoing (resp. incoming) at the vertex V in the initial (resp. final) orientation (see also
Figure 25). l is the gauge ray direction and ˆ3(e2) denotes the intersection index at e2 after the
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change of orientation. wind(e1, e2) and wind(−e2,−e1) respectively denote the winding number
at the pair of edges before and after the change of orientation.
Lemma A.3. Let e1 and e2 be two consecutive edges at V as above. Then
(A.4) wind(e1, e2) +wind(−e2,−e1) = 2(e2) − 2(e1) = s(e1, l) − s(e2, l)
2
(A.5) 1(e2) − 1(e1) = ˆ3(e2) − 3(e2) (mod 2)
Proof. If s(e1, l) = s(l, e2), then either wind(e1, e2) = ±1 and wind(−e2,−e1) = 0, or wind(e1, e2) =
0 and wind(−e2,−e1) = ±1. If s(e1, l) = −s(l, e2), then wind(e1, e2) = wind(−e2,−e1) = 0.
If 1(e2) = 1(e1), then either none or both of the gauge lines li0 , lj0 cross e2, therefore the
number of gauge lines intersecting e2 is the same before and after changing the orientation, and
both sides are equal to 0. If 1(e2) ≠ 1(e1), then exactly one of the gauge lines li0 , lj0 crosses e2,
therefore the number of gauge lines intersecting e2 changes by 1 after changing the orientation,
and both sides are equal to 1 modulo 2. 
In the following Lemma we provide equivalent relations to those in Lemmas 4.4, 4.7 at internal
vertices belonging to P0 or toQ0. In the following we denote −e the edge with opposite orientation
with respect to e.
Lemma A.4. Let e1, e2, f (respectively e1, e2,−f) be the edges at a trivalent black (resp. white)
vertex with e1 the incoming edge in the initial configuration and −e2 the incoming edge in the
final configuration (see Figure 25). Then
(1) At each internal black vertex belonging to P0 or Q0 the linear relations on the vectors Eˆ
in the new orientation are equivalent to equations (A.4) and (A.5) and to
(A.6) Wb(e1, e2, f) = înt(f) − int(f) − (f) + 1(e1), (mod 2),
where
(A.7) Wb(e1, e2, f) = wind(f, e2) −wind(f,−e1) −wind(e1, e2) − 2(e1),
and înt(f) denotes the number of intersection of gauge rays with f after the change of
orientation of the path or cycle;
(2) At each internal white vertex belonging to to P0 or Q0 the linear relations on the vectors
Eˆ in the new orientation are equivalent to equations (A.4) and (A.5) and to
(A.8) Ww(e1, e2,−f) = (−f) − 1(e1), (mod 2),
where
(A.9) Ww(e1, e2,−f) = wind(e1,−f) +wind(−e2,−e1) −wind(−e2,−f) + 2(e1) + 1.
The proof immediately follows substituting (4.7) (respectively (4.9)) in the linear relations at
the black/white vertices before and after the change of orientation along P0 (respectively Q0).
To complete the proof of Lemmas 4.4, 4.7 in the case of internal vertices belonging to the path
changing orientation, we preliminarily show that the left–hand side of (A.6) and of (A.8) does
not depend on the gauge ray direction in Lemma A.5 and provide relations between indices at
black and white vertices with fixed edge configuration and opposite orientation at the edge not
belonging to P0 or to Q0.
Lemma A.5. Let e1, e2,±f be as in Lemma A.4. Then
(1) The relation between (f) and (−f) is
(A.10) înt(f) − int(f) = (f) − (−f) (mod 2);
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(2) Both Ww(e1, e2,−f) and Wb(e1, e2, f) are independent of the gauge ray direction and
satisfy
(A.11)
Wb(e1, e2, f) =Ww(e1, e2,−f) − 2 = s(f,e2)[2(e2)−2(f)]2+s(f,e1)[1−2(e1)−2(f)]2+s(e2,e1)[2(e2)−2(e1)]2−12 .
Proof. The proof of (A.10) follows immediately taking into account that the initial and final
vertices of f lay in regions with the same index ± if and only if either none or both of the gauge
rays li0 and li0 intersect f .
The identities in (A.11) follow inserting (A.4) and (A.1) in (A.7) and (A.9) and taking into
account that, by definition, s(a, b) = −s(b, a) = s(−a,−b) = −s(−a, b).
In order to verify that the right-hand side of (A.11) does not depend on the gauge ray direction
l, it is sufficient to verify that it does not change when the gauge ray direction l crosses one
of the vectors f , −f , e1, −e1, e2, −e2. Let us denote A1 = s(f, e2)[2(e2) − 2(f)]2, A2 =
s(f, e1)[1−2(e1)−2(f)]2 and A3 = s(e2, e1)[2(e2)−2(e1)]2. Then, for any fixed configuration
of e1, e2 and f , the value A1 +A2 +A3 is independent of l as l turn clockwise, since:
(1) If l ∼ f , then 2(f) increases from 0 to 1, A1 decreases by one, A2 increases by one and
A3 doesn’t change since● s(f, e2) = 1 implies 2(e2) = 1, whereas s(f, e2) = −1 implies 2(e2) = 0;● s(f, e1) = 1 implies 2(e1) = 1, whereas s(f, e1) = −1 implies 2(e1) = 0.
(2) If l ∼ −f , then 2(f) decreases from 1 to 0, A1 decreases by one, A2 increases by one and
A3 doesn’t change since● s(f, e2) = 1 implies 2(e2) = 0, whereas s(f, e2) = −1 implies 2(e2) = 1;● s(f, e1) = 1 implies 2(e1) = 0, whereas s(f, e1) = −1 implies 2(e1) = 1.
(3) If l ∼ e1, then 2(e1) increases from 0 to 1, A1 doesn’t change, A2 decreases by one and
A3 increases by one since● s(f, e1) = 1 implies 2(f) = 0, whereas s(f, e1) = −1 implies 2(f) = 1;● s(e2, e1) = 1 implies 2(e2) = 0, whereas s(e2, e1) = −1 implies 2(e2) = 1.
(4) If l ∼ −e1, then 2(e1) decreases from 1 to 0, A1 doesn’t change, A2 decreases by one and
A3 increases by one since● s(f, e1) = 1 implies 2(f) = 1, whereas s(f, e1) = −1 implies 2(f) = 0;● s(e2, e1) = 1 implies 2(e2) = 1, whereas s(e2, e1) = −1 implies 2(e2) = 0.
(5) If l ∼ e2, then 2(e2) increases from 0 to 1, A1 increases by one, A2 doesn’t change and
A3 decreases by one since● s(f, e2) = 1 implies 2(f) = 0, whereas s(f, e2) = −1 implies 2(f) = 1;● s(e2, e1) = 1 implies 2(e1) = 1, whereas s(e2, e1) = −1 implies 2(e1) = 0.
(6) If l ∼ −e2, then 2(e2) decreases from 1 to 0, A1 increases by one, A2 doesn’t change and
A3 decreases by one since● s(f, e2) = 1 implies 2(f) = 1, whereas s(f, e2) = −1 implies 2(f) = 0;● s(e2, e1) = 1 implies 2(e1) = 0, whereas s(e2, e1) = −1 implies 2(e1) = 1.

We are now ready to complete the proof of Lemmas 4.4, 4.7 at all internal vertices belonging
to P0 or to Q0. First of all, inserting (A.10) and (A.11) into (A.6) and (A.8), it is evident
that (A.6) holds if and only if (A.8) holds. Therefore it is sufficient to prove (A.8) for a fixed
gauge ray direction, say l ∼ f and 2(e1) = 0. Then there are two generic configurations: either
s(e1, e2) = −1 (see Figure 26) or s(e1, e2) = 1 (see Figure 27).
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Figure 26. The representation of sectors corresponding to the vertex configura-
tions at a white vertex when l ∼ e1 and s(e2, e1) = −1.
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Figure 27. The representation of sectors corresponding to the vertex configura-
tions at a white vertex when l ∼ e1 and s(e2, e1) = 1.
In the first case (s(e2, e1) = −1), 2(e2) = 1, 2(e1) = 0, and
Ww(e1, e2,−f) = [s(f, e2) + s(f, e1)][1 − 2(f)]2 − 2
2
(mod 2).
Therefore (A.8) holds in all configurations, since
(1) If f rotates clockwise from −e1 to e1 (configurations 1 and 2 in Figure 26), 2(f) = 1,
Ww(e1, e2,−f) = 1 (mod 2) and (−f) − 1(e1) = 1 (mod 2);
(2) If f rotates from e1 to −e2 (configuration 3 in Figure 26), 2(f) = 0, s(f, e1) = 1, s(f, e2) =−1, Ww(e1, e2,−f) = 1 (mod 2) and (−f) − 1(e1) = 1 (mod 2);
(3) If f rotates clockwise from −e2 to e1 (configuration 4 in Figure 26), 2(f) = 0, s(f, e1) = 1,
s(f, e2) = 1, Ww(e1, e2,−f) = 0 (mod 2), (−f) − 1(e1) = 0.
In the second case (s(e2, e1) = 1), 2(e2) = 0, 2(e1) = 0, and
Ww(e1, e2,−f) = s(f, e2)[2(f)]2 + s(f, e1)[1 − 2(f)]2 − 1
2
(mod 2).
Therefore (A.8) holds in all configurations, since
(1) If f rotates clockwise from −e2 to e1 (configuration 1 and 2 in Figure 27), 2(f) = 1,
s(f, e2) = −1, Ww(e1, e2,−f) = 1 (mod 2) and (−f) − 1(e1) = 1 (mod 2);
(2) If f rotates from −e1 to −e2 (configuration 2 in Figure 27), 2(f) = 0, s(f, e1) = 1,
Ww(e1, e2,−f) = 0 (mod 2) and (−f) − 1(e1) = 0 (mod 2);
(3) If f rotates clockwise from e1 to −e1 (configurations 3 and 4 in Figure 27), 2(f) = 0,
s(f, e1) = 1, Ww(e1, e2,−f) = 0 (mod 2) and (−f) − 1(e1) = 0.
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Finally in the non generic configuration when e1 and e2 are parallel, (A.8) becomes
1
2
(s(f, e1) + 3) = (−f) − (e1) (mod 2).
Then s(f, e1) = 1 if and only if −f is to the left of e1 and the above equality holds true. ◻
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